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ElectroData Corporation 

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Li = Quick-.access Loop i, where i = 4, 5, 6, 7 • 

For example, 17 = the 7000 loop. 

Programming and Coding 
Section 1 page 1 

( ) = The contents of. For example,(14) = The contents of L4 
( )b = The contents before an operation 

( )a = The contents after an operation 

ASG, Al, etc. = The individual digits of the A register, where ASG represents the 

sign digit, and Al ••• , AlO (the least significant digit) are the 

successive digits of the A register. Similarly for the D, R, and C 

registers, of which only the D register contains a sign. The B 

register is designated Bl, B2, B3, B4. 

OoF.T. = Overflow toggle 

~ = Congruent. For example, 2037 e 4037 modulo 20. 

ms = Millisecond 

mod =Modulo 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Absolute value: Numerical or positive value. 

Access time: The time interval between the instant at which informcltion is in 

position to be read from a drum or other storage and the instant 

at which the next operation can begin; i.e., the read time. Also, 

the interval between the instant a signal to store information is 

received and the instant at which storage is completed; i.e., the 

write timeo 
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Addend: The number which is added to another number in addition. 

Adder: A device capable of forming the sum of two quantities. 

Address: A label such as an integer or other set of characters which identifies 

a register, location, or device in which information is stored. Specif-

ically, the designation of a location from which a number is to be 

brought for arithmetic operation. 

Absolute address (specific address): The label(s) assigned by the 

machine designer to a particular storage location. 

Relative address: A label used to identify a word in a routine or sub-

routine with respect to its position in that routine or subroutine. 

Relative addresses are translated into absolute addresses by the addition 

of sane specific "reference" address, usually that at which the first 

word of the routine is stored. 

Symbolic address (floating address): A label chosen to identify a 

particular word, function or other infonnation in a routine, independent 

of the location of the infonnation within the routineo 

Argument: An independent variable; a given value subject to some operation from 

which a corresponding result is to be foundo 

Binary-coded decimal: System by which decimal numbers are represented by a 

column (or row) of four binary digits. In this computer each binary 

digit in the column represents a fixed decimal value. 
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A zero in one of the four bits indicates that the corresponding decimal 

value is to be omitted. The decimal values of the "one" bits are summed 

to find the total decimal value of the four-bit column. For example the 

column representing a decimal six would be: 

Col 
w 4 4 + 2 = 6 
[il 2 

IOI 

Binary number system: Number system in which there are only two characters, 0 

and 1, represented by the two states of various types of components" 

Electronic computers use the binary system or binary-coded systems 

extensively since the two states of components are "on" and "off", or 

conducting and non-conducting~ 

Bit: A binary digit. 

Block: A group of words considered or transported as a unit. 

Breakpoint: A point in a routine at which the computer may, under the control 

of a manual sWitch, be stopped for a visual check of progress. 

Cell: Storage for one unit of information, usually one character or one word. 

Character: One of a set of elementary symbols such as those corresponding to 

the keys on a typewriter. The symbols may include the digits 0 through 

9, the letters A through z, punctuation marks, spaces, operation symbols, 

and any other single or coded symbols which a computer may read, store, 

or write. 

Checkout: Trial run of a completed program to test for any coding, scaling, 

punching, or keyboard errors. 

Copyright 1954 
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Code: 

(noun) - A system of symbols and of rules for their use in representing 

information. 

(verb) - To prepare problems in computer code or in pseudo-code. 

Command: A word consisting of an order (two digits), an operand address or 

operational indicator (four digits), and other digits performing 

various tally and control functions. Also, in this computer, one of 

the orders (arithmetic, logical, -shifting, or transfer operations) 

which the computer executes on the appearance of the appropriate two 

digits in the control sectior!. 

Console: Desk containing operator's control panel for the computer. 

Control counter: A f'our-digi t register, capable of counting, which holds at 

all times during ma.chine operation the address of the command to be 

executed next .. 

(noun) - l..; A set of operations repeated as a unit. 

2. A non-arithmetic shift in which the digits dropped off at 

one end of a word are returned at the other end in circular 

fashione 

(verb) - To repeat a set of operations a prescribed number of times. 

Debug: To isolate and remove all malfunctions from a computer or all mistakes 

from a routine o.· 

Decade: One decimal digit of a register, represented on the ElectroData console 

by four neon lamps in vertical column. 

Copyright 1954 
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Digit: One of the n symbols of integral value ranging from 0 to n-1 inclusive 

in a scale of numbering at base n; especially, one of the 10 decimal 

digits. 

Floatinr,-point representation: A notation in which a number x is represented 

by a pair of numbers y and z (and two integers n and m which are under-

stood parameters in any given representation), with y and z chosen so 

that x = y•nz, where z is an integer and ordinarily y = 0 or m > IYI ?: 

m/n, (where n is usually 2 or 10 and mis usually 1). The quantity y is 

called the fraction or mantissa; the integer z is called the exponent or 

characteristic. 

Flow chart: A graphical representation of a sequence of operations, using symbols 

to represent various operations. 

Forbidden combination: A combination of binary-coded decimal digits which produces 

a number between ten and fifteen inclusive. 

Format control: Hanually adjustable circuits which determine FlexoWFiter print-

out form.· 

In-check point: Point in program where computer can be stopped and a machine 

computed value can be checked against a known value. Used during check-

out of a programQ 

Instruction: The two digits of an order or command. Also, certain other digits 

of a command word which perform such functions as controlling format of 

printout and the operation of input devices. 

Keyboard: Device whereby numbers can be loaded into computer or punched on tape 

simply by depressing a key corresponding to the correct decimal digit or 

character. 

Copyright 1954 
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Loop: Depending upon context, the word may mean: 

1. A section of coding repeated a number of times. 

2. A section of memory having much shorter access-time than the main 
memory. 

3. A length of paper tape with beginning and end spliced together. 

~licrosecond: One millionth part of a second. 

~ullisecond: One thousandth part of a second1 

Modify: To alter in a command the address indicating where the operand is stored. 

Most (least) significant digit: In decimal numbers, the digit in a number which 

is multiplied by the algebraically highest (lowest) power of 10 appearing 

in that number. Also called "highest- (lowest-) order" digit. 

Normalize: To shift left a number in the A register until the first non-zero 

digit is in the first position of the A register. For example, 

+.0000567832 in normalized form is +.5678320000. 

Operand: Any one of the quantities entering or arising in an operation. An 

operand may be an argument, a result, or a parameter; specifically, in 

this computer, the number stored at the location designated by the 

address part of certain command words. 

Order: (See "Command".) In this computer, a two-digit instruction. A 

fundamental distinction for timing arid internal operation is that 

between operand and no-operand orders. 

Overflow: (over capacity) - In an arithmetic operation, the generation of a 

quantity beyond the capacity of the register or location which is to 

receive the result. 

Parameter: In a subroutine, a quantity which may be given different values 
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when the subroutine is used in different main routines or in different 

parts of one main routine, but which usually remains unchanged throughout 

any one such use. 

Patch panel: Multiple-terminal electrical connector{s); specifically, connectors 

at the rear of format control assembly which route information among 

various output devices. 

Prestore: To store a quantity in an available or convenient location before it 

is required in a routine. Also, to set an initial value for the address 

of an operand or a cycle index; to restore. 

Pregram: (noun) - A plan for the solution of a problem. A complete program 

includes plans for the transcription of data, coding for the computer, 

and plans for the absorption of the results into the systemo 

(verb) - To plan a computation or pr::>cess from the asking of a question 

to the delivery of the results, including the integration of the 

operation into an existing system. Thus programming consists of plan-

ning and coding, including numerical analysis, systems analysis, 

specification of printing formats, and any other functions necessary 

to the integration of a computer in a ~ystemc 

Register: a temporary storage place for a number which has immediate access. 

Routine: A set of instructions and data in the proper order, enabling a computer 

to solve a programmed problem. il'or this computer, coded routines are 

punched on tape or cards. 

Run (noun): One perfonnance of a program on a computer. 

Scaling: Determining of size of numbers likely to be encountered during a 

computation and making provision in the code to keep them within the 

range of the computer. illso, adjusting the size of the input data to 
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fit the computero 
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Serial operation: Usually refers to way in which numbers are transferred between 

registers or storage locations. Serial indicates digit-by-digit operation. 

Subroutine: The set of instructions necessary to direct the computer to carry out 

a well-defined mathematical or logical operation; a subunit of a routine. 

A subroutine is often writ ten in relative or symbolic coding even when 

the routine to which it belongs is not. 

Tally: To count the number of passes through a series of commandso 

Toggle: Electronic circuit consisting of a bi-stable multi-vibrator or flip-flop. 

Its "on", or "one" position is indicated on the console by a neon light. 

Word: A set of characters which occupies one storage location and is treated by 

the computer circuits as a unit and transported as such. Ordinarily a 

word is treated by the control unit as a command, and by the arithmetic 

unit as a quantity. 

Copyright 1954 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMPUTER 

Programming and Coding 
Section 2 page 1 

The ElectroData Computer is a general-purpose automatic digital computer 

capable of being programmed to solve a wide variety•of mathematical, engineering~ 

and business problems. In common with other fully automatic digital computers, 

it stores instructions (coded in numerical form) and the numbers with which it is 

to operate, interchangeably in its internal memory. It makes comparisons between 

numbers or instructions and alters the sequence of operations accordingly. These 

two basic capabilities enable this type of computer to: 

Perform arithmetic and logical operations on either instructions 
or numbers in accordance with sequences of instructions stored 
in its memory; 

Select alternate sequences of instructions depending upon the 
results of a. comparison between two numbers or instructions; and 

Alter or modify one or more instructions in accordance with a 
fixed sequence of instructions. 

The solution of computer problems, in general, involves many repetitions 

of relatively few basic sequences of operations; the hundreds of thousands of 

individual operations required for the solution of a typical problem may be 

carried out entirely automatically by the canputer in accordance with an 

original set of perhaps only a few hundred instructions. In many cases, the 

original set of instructions may be used over and over again to provide solu-

tions of the same problem for various changes in the parameters, or the same 

set of instructions, with minor modifications, may be used to provide solu-
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tions for many related problems. The ability of an automatic electronic digital 

computer to perform arithmetic and logic (including selection of alternate 

sequences and alteration of instructions) at the rate of several hundred opera-

tions per second makes it an efficient tool for solving complex problems, or for 

reducing large quantities of raw data. 

Computer Systems 

ElectroData computing systems now available include: 

A. Input-Medium Preparation Equipment 

B. Input Equipment 

c. Basic Computer 

D. Auxiliary Storage Equipment 

E. Output Equipment 

Number System 

The ElectroData Computer operates in the decimal number system, representing 

each digit of the data and coded instructions by a group of four binary digits, 

called a decade. The position of the binary digit indicates a 1, 2, 4 or 8 in 

the decimal system. Using this binary-coded-decimal system, it is possible to 

represent numbers up to 15 (sum of 1, 2, 4 and 8). However, those above nine 

are not used in the ElectroData computer except for internal checking. Internal 

operation in the familiar decimal system (in contrast to the binary, octal, or 

hexadecimal systems often employed by electronic computers) significantly simpli-

fies the preparation of the instructions (coding), eliminates the necessity for 

conversion to and from the decimal system for input and output, and facilitates 

the location of coding and machine errors, should they occur. 
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The register length is 10 decimal digits and algebraic sign; all numbers are 

stored in the memory as absolute value and sign. Fixed-decimal-point operation 

is normally employed, all numbers being treated as if the decimal point were fixed 

between the algebraic sign and the most significant digit. All numbers lie 

between -1 and +l. The smallest non-zero absolute number that can be represented 

. 1 10-10 
l.S • • 

Command System 

The computer uses one-address instruction code, with each command (or instruc-

tion) occupying the same memory space as one normal number. A command is made up 

of three parts: 

(a) the nurr.erical code for the specific operation to be 
performed (two decimal digits); 

(b) the address, usually a location in the memory to be 
referred to during execution of the command (four 
decimal digits); 

(c) and digits which designate special properties of the 
command. (These will be described later.) 

The address part of a command word occupies the four least significant digits 

of a register or memory location, which simplifies arithmetic modification of 

addresses. The two-digit operation code immediately precedes the address. The 

codes for special operations occupy the other positions. 

Since the computer operates in the single-address system, the address of the 

next command to be executed need not be specified explicitly; commands are always 

executed in the sequence in which they are stored in the memory until this normal 

sequence is interrupted by the execution of a "change control" command, which 

specifies the address of the next command to be executed. 
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I "Word" Structure 

NUMBER + 8 4 3 6 9 0 0 3 8 2 

~------------------~-----------------' SIGN 10-DECIMAL NUMBER 

COMMAND I - 0 0 o,o I 4 
I 

~\ 4f' l~l 

""" SPECIAL EXTRA ORDER 

BREAKPOINT 

DESIGNATION 

I Storage Drum 

QUICK-
CONTROL ACCESS 
TRACKS BAND 

•• , 
/I"' ORIGIN SPACE DIGIT 

PULSE PULSE PULSE 
BAND 
NO. 1 
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I 

Segment of 
Typical Band 

ONE 
DECADE 

READING AND WRITING 
HEADS----• 

Quick-Access Storage 

"4000" 
L4 

"7000'' 
LT 
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I1emory System 
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A magnetic drwn, rotating at approximately 3600 rpm, along with the associated 

magnetic reading-writing heads and electronic circuits, serves as information 

storage for the computer. 

One section of the drum, called the ~n memo;z:y, has a capacity of 4000 words. 

(A word is either a nwnber or a command.) '.Cwenty bands along the axis of the drum 

contain 200 words each around the circumference of the drum. Each band consists 

of four tracks. Each track, containing ono binary digit of the decimal code, is 

provided with its own reading-writing head and the associated circuits. The four 

heads for one band read or write simultaneously, handling binary digits in parallel. 

Since the positions for the eleven decimal digits of each word (including the 

algebraic sign) occur circumferentially on the drum, they successively come into 

position under the heads as the drum rotates, handling decimal digits in series. 

Since the electronic arithmetic section of the computer handles the numbers and 

instructions in the same way, the computer operates in "series-parallel". 

A second section of the drum, the quick-acces~ memor:v, has a storage capacity 

of 80 words. It consists of four circulatin[; loops, each loop having two groups 

of four magnetic heads and associated circuits. There is space for 20 words 

between the two groups of heads for each loop. As each decimal digit is read, the 

signals from the reading heads are amplified, reshaped, and sent back to the 

writing heads, which precede them rotationally. Thus, the block of 20 words in 

each loop is continuously circulated as the drum rotates. Single words may be 

read from or written into any of these four loops, or a block of 20 consecutive 

words may be transferred in either direction between any of the loops and the 
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Pulses derived from permanently recorded tracks on the drum, in conjunction 

with the electronic control circuits, synchronize the operation of the computer 

and positively locate specific word and digit positions around the circumference 

of the drum. Any particular word position in the main memory may be specified 

by giving the band (lengthwise along the drum) and the sector (circumferentially 

around the drum, relative to the origin-pulse position) in which it is located. 

For the convenience of the coder, addresses of word positions in the main memory 

are designated by numbers - 0000 through 3999; the translation of an address so 

designated into the coordinates of band and sector is accomplished electronically. 

Addresses of word positions in the quick-access memory are designated by decimal 

numbers of the 4000, Sooo, 6000 or 7000 series, referring respectively to the 

four loops. For convenient reference, these four loops are called the "hOOO", 
0 500011 , 1r600011,and 11 700011 loops or L4, 1

5
, 1

6
,and L

7
, respectively. 

It is important to note that nur.1bers or commands lJhich have been block-

transferred between main memory and the loops may be altered during the course of 

computations in one storage while reri1ainin;z unchanged in the other. This feature 

often reduces the coding and operation time which would otherwise be required for 

restoring sequences of instructions or nUi":'lbers to their original form in readiness 

for re-use during a subsequent phase of computation. If, however, alteration of 

cormnands or numbers is required, those wbicb have been a1_tered can be block-

transferred or separately transferred to their original positions in storage. 

t:Jords recorded on the drum surf ace are destroyed only by having other words 

written over them. Therefore, information may be retained in memory overnight 
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or during a power failure. However, information in the quick-access loops may be 

garbled durinG shutdown. 

Internal Checking 

The appearance of an unexpected arithmetic ove~flow (or unpredicted setting 

of the overflow toggle) will automatically stop the computer. In addition, the 

appearance of a forbidden combination of binary digits - - that is, one repro-

senting the numbers 10 throuch 15 at any one of several· critical points in the 

computer, will also stop computer operations. These two internal checks serve to 

detect the majority of coding and computer errors. A sector alarm guards against 

garbling of information in the memory·. At the instant of the origin pulse or 

zero pulse n~ferred to earlier, the device which counts the 200 sectors of the 

drwn is inspected to see that it registers zero. If it does not, the machine 

stops. 

Extensive provisions are made for na.rginal checking of the computer during 

scheduled preventive maintenance periods. This type of check, made while running 

special test problems, will assist the operator in locating and replacing marginal 

components which could cause computinc errors within the next few hours of nonnal 

operation. 

Registers, Counters, and Controls 

The command list (to follow) describes, in summary form, the operations 

automatically carried out by the computer. These descriptions make reference to 

various electronic registers whose functions are briefly as follows: 

A Register: This register contains 11 decimal-digit positions. Ten 

are for the number or instruction and one for the 
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algebraic sign. This register acts as an accumulator 

and the results of most operations appear here at the 

end of the operation. 

R Register: This register contains 10 decimal-digit positions (no 

algebraic sign). In several operations, it serves as 

an extension of the A register, holding the 10 least 

significant digits of the number contained in the 

combined A and I~ registers. 

D Hegister: This register contains 11 decimal-digit positions. Ten 

are for the number a.11d. one for the algebraic sign. All 

words entering the registe~ from an input medium or 

from the drum, first pass through the D register. Al-

though it is not explicitly used in coding, the D 

register contains one of the operands during an arithmetic 

operation. 

B Register: This register contains four decL~al-digit positions, and 

is used to facilitate the modification of commands and for 

tallying. As each command is received from memory, it is 

checked to determine whether its address is to be modified 

or not, This is determined by a 1 or a 0 in the algebraic 

sign position. If the sign digit is 1, the four-digit -number 

contained in the D register is added absolutely to the 

four least significant digits (the address part) of the 

command, and the command is then executed as modified by 
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the contents of the B register. The usefulness of the B 

register will be pointed out more fully later, but it is 

important to note that the commands with negative sign, 

as stored in the memory, .1re not altered by the operation 

of this registar; they are temporarily modified in the 

electronic registers immediately before execution. Thus, 

the same command may be executed many times during a 

computation, temporarily rncdified each time by a different 

numbe:r in the B register o 

C Register: TI-Lis register, also called the comnand register, contains 

10 decimal-digit positions. The first two positions 

contain the order, and the ~ext four contain the address 

of the operand, if there is an operando The last four 

positions are the control counter, which holds the storage 

address of the corr.mand to be executed following the 

command now in the first six C-register positions (order 

register and address register), 

All information entering the comnand register is treated 

as a command. This is the only criterion by which the 

computer differentiates between commands and numbers. 

Special Counter: The special counter is a binary-digit counter that 
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Adder: 

2) to count the number of left shifts necessary to 
normalize the contents of the A register (see 
spl y command). 

All ari thrne tic operations are perfonned in the Adder. Also, 

input and information from the drum destined for the A, B, 

or C registers pass through the adder. For a complete 

discussion of adder operation, during addition refer to 

Section 3. 

Operation Control: The operation control senses 

1) the order in the command register 

2) whether or not an operand is to be brought to 
the D register. 

Storage Control: The storage control regulates the flow of information 

to and from the storage drum. 

A word entering the computer from an input medium goes 

first through the D register and the adder. If, at this 

moment, a word is to be interpreted as a tape command 

(see tape comma~ds), then tho adder shunts the word into 

the C register for execution as a corrmand. Otherwise, 

the word is sent through the A register and then to the 

drum. 

In the normal sequence of events, the computer fetches 

the command from the location specified by the control 

counter, and increases the content of the control counter 

by 1. l.rJhen the command is fetched, it is brought to the 
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D register through the adder and then to the corrmand 

register~ The command is modified in the adder, if 

necessary, by the contents of the B register~ Now the 

computer is ready to execute the command. 

Full discussion of fetching and executing of co1mnands is 

found in the discussion of the timing toggle in Section 1'. 

Words from the drum, dEftined for the A and B registers, 

are sent to the designated register during the execution of 

the appropriate corr.mands for loading tho registers. The 

path is from the drum to tho D register, through the adder, 

and then to either the A or the B register. 

1be R register may be loaded from the drum by means of a 

right shift through the A register. 

Information to be punched out on paper tape or printed on 

the typcwri ter comes fron the A register. 

Overflow Toggle and Change of Control 

The overflow toggle, ref err eel to in the doscriptions of severci.l of the 

comrnandp, will be set under any of the following conditions: 

1) Arithmetic overflow (i.e., a result equal to or greater than 1 in 

absolute value) during the execution of ex.tract~~, addition or sub-

traction commands, round-off, or adding or subtracting the contents 

of the special counter into the A register. 

* The extract command can cause overflow only if used with digits other than 0 and le 
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2) Failure of division (i,e., the absolute value of the divisor equal to 

or less than that of the dividend) during tho execution of a division 

command. 

3) Detection of difference between the algebrnic signs of the numbers in 

the A register and that in the memory location during the execution 

of a 11 sign compare" command. 

Any of the commands which effect conditional change of control, even 

if not specifically a "cc", will momentarily set the overflow toggle, 

if that transfer is completed. For example, "zero check", "decrease 

B", and nspecial left" commands~ 

The overflow toggle can be set during the execution of any one of the 

commands included above. Often the coder ~.Jill deliberately use one of these 

commands to compare the number in the A register with some known number and 

will wish to select one of two alternate sequences of operations in accordance 

1.vith the results of this comparison. In other cases, the coder may prPdict the 

possibility that the overfl01.rJ" toggle may be set during the execution of one of 

these commands, and wish to change from the normal sequence to some alternate 

sequence of commands only if this occurs. In. either case, the command which 

may cause the overflow toggle to be set will be followed by one of the 

nconditional change-control" commands. If the overflow toggle is set, the 

conditional "change-control" command will be executed; if not, it will be skipped. 

At times, however, the coder may not predict the possibility that the over-

flow toggle may be set during the execution of the commands listed above, or 

may not consider it worth while to provide an alternate sequence of commands. 
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In such cases setting of the overflow toggle, not followed by a "conditional change-

control" command, will indicate codjng or scaling trouble. Accordingly, if a 

command which causes the setting of the overflow toggle is not followed by a 

'conditional change-contro~'command, the computer will stop and set off an alarmn 
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Arithmetic Conunands 

COMMANDS 
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Modular Considerations of the Address Parts of Commands. In o~der to fully 

understand the operation cf the commands, it is necessary to understand the 

modular correspondence whi~h is involved. 

If a number is congruent, or corresponds, to a second number, modulo n, 

then the difference between the two numbers, divided by the modulus, n, is an 

integer; in mathematical tenns, 

a :ab mod n 

If a-b = k, where k = i~teger 
n 

For example, 26 ~ 2 moC. 6 or 103 • 3 mod 5. 

The address part of most commands is interpreted modulo 8000. Thus 9267 

is interpreted as 1267 and 2045 is interpreted as 2045. However there are 

several important exceptions which are noted in the description of the com-

mands. 

In all arithmetic operations the operands are rtored in the A and D reg-

1sters, the number in D having be~n fetched from the memory location specified 

in the address part of the command word. 

Addition 

Add (ad x, 74). Add to the number in the A register the number in memory 

location x. This command and associated add commands do not affect the 

contents of the R register. 

Subtract (su x, 75). Subtract from the contents of the A register the 

number in memory location x. 
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Add Absolute Value (ada x, 76) Add to the A register the number in memory 

location x with a positive sign attached. 

Subtract .t~bsolute Values (sua x, 77) Subtract from the number in the A 

register the value of the number in memory location x with a positive sign 

attached. 

'Clear and Add (ca x, 64), Clear and Subtract (cs x, 65), Clear and Add Ab

solute Value (caa x, 66), and Clear and Subtract Absolute Value (csa x, 67). 

These commands have the same effect as the corresponding commands without 

the "clear" except that they clear the A ~egister before the addition. 

Overflow 

The computer considers all numbers to be less than 1 in absolute value. 

Since two numbers less than 1 may have a sum equal to or greater than 

1.0000000000 (and less than 1.9999999999) in absolute value, the machine indi-

cates the presence of a l or a number greate1· than 1 in the sum by setting the 

overflow toggle. The fractional part of the sum is retained in the A register. 

Sign of Zero 

All words have signs and zero :·rords are no ex~eption. 1rvhen the sign 

compare order (sgc x) is used, it becomes important to know the manner in which 

the sign of zero is determined. 

When the zero is a product or quotient, its sign is the algebraic result 

of the operation. 

When the zero is the result of an addition or subtraction, its sign is 

the algebraic product of the sign of the operation and the sign of the 
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operand; schematically: (+x) (+x) (-x) (-x) , where the upper number is in 
-(+x) +(-x) -(-x) +(+x) 

-0 -0 +O +O 

the A register. 

Adder Operation 

All arithmetic operations are perfonned in the adder by means of serial 

addition, which is to say that addition takes place one decimal place at a time, 

the four binary components of the two digits being added in one operation. The 

number transferred from memory to the D register for addition to the number in 

the A register may be modified as a result of the execution of the variants of 

the add operation which are listed below: 

ad x The sign of the number in the D register is unchanged. 

SU X The sign of the number in the D register is reversed. 

ada x The sign of the nu.rnber in the D register is set to plus ( 0). 

sua x The sign of the number in the D register is set to minus (1). --
A detailed discussion of the mechanism of addition may be of interest, and 

is given below. 

Two toggles are used in conjunction with the adder during the addition 

cycle, the sign toggle and the complement toggle. The function of these toggles 

will be understood from the following description. After the number in the D 

register has the appropriate sign, the machine executes the following sequence 

of operations to perform the addition: 

1. Compare the signs of A and D. If they are different, set the complement 

toggle; if they are the same, do not. 
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2. Transfer the sign of D to the sign toggle. 

3. Clear the signs of A and D. 

4. Inspect the complement toggle, If it is set, replace A, including sign, with 

-10 the nines complement plus 1 • 10 • If it is not set, do not change A. 

5. Add A and D inc-luding sign position, 

6. If the result has in the sign position 

o, transfer the number in the sign toggle to the sign of A and addition 

is complete. 

1, set the overflow toggle and transfer sign toggle to the sign of A 

and addition is complete. 

(These two cases take two word-times.) 

9, recomplement A, reverse the state of the sign toggle, and add the 

cleared D register to A.. (The last case takes four word-times.) 

Example: 

The A register contains 1.2222222222, the command is "subtract, n and the 

number going into the D register is o.5555555555. The subtract corrmand 

changes the D register to 1.5555555555. Since ASG and DSG are now the same, 

the complement toggle is not set. Since DSG is 1, the sign toggle is set to 1. 

In the registers, both l's (ASG and DSG) are cleared. After the add operation, 

the A register contains 0.7777777777. Since the sign toggle contains 1, the A 

register is changed to 1.77777777770 

The A register contains 0.2222222222, the command is "add," and the number 

going into the D register is o.8888888888. DSG is not changed for an add 

command. Since ASG and DSG are the same, the complement toggle is not set, 
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and since DSG is o, the sign toggle is set t~ O. ASG and DSG are cleared, which 

in this case produces no change. After the add operation, the A register con-

tains 1.1111111110. Since DSG is 1 at the end of the add operation, the overflow 

toggle is set. Then ASG is replaced by the content of the sign toggle, in this 

case O. If the sign toggle had held a 1, ASG would have remained 1. 

The A register contains 1.8888888888> the command is "add absolute," and 

the number going into the D register is 1.2222222222. "Add absolute" changes 

the D register to 0.2222222222. Since ASG and DSG are now different, the com-

plement toggle is set to 1. Since DSG is o, the sign toggle is set to O. Since 

the complement toggle is set, the A register is changed during the addition, 

digit by digit, so that it ls effectively the nines complement plus 1 • lo-10, 

or 9.1111111112. After the add operation, the A register contains 9.3333333334. 

The sign toggle is reversed to 1. Since the complement toggle remains on, the 

second add operation, initiated by the 9 in ASG, complements the A register 

digit by digit, adding 1 • lo-10• The D register is zero after the first opera-

tion, since its right shift is non-circulating. After the second add operation, 

the A register contains o.6666666666. Since the sign toggle contains 1, the A 

register is changed to 1.6666666666. 

With this information it is easy for the reader to check the sign-of-zero 

listing given earlier. 

Multiplication 

Multiply and Hold(mh x 60)mtultiply the number in D by the number in the A 

register; and hold the 20-digit product in the A and R registers. In the 

multiply-hold command, R is considered to be an extension of A. Before 
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any multiplication command the R ragister is automatically clea.red. 

Multiply and Round Off (:mr x 70)Multiply the number in the D register by the ~ 

number in A and round off. If the first digit of R is 5 or greater, in-

crease the absolute value -10 of the number in the A register by 10 • 

If the first digit of R is less than 5, do not change A. In either case 

the R register is cleared after the command has been executed. There is 

no possibility of overflow upon execution of a multiply and round off 

command. 

Round Off 

-10 Round Off(ro 23)If the first digit of R is 5 or greater, add 10 to the 

absolute value of the number in the A register and clear R. If the first 

digit of R is less than 5, clear R. Overflow is possible if A contains 

all 9's and the first digit of R is 5 or greater. 

Division 

Divide(Qiv x 6l}Divide the nun1ber in the A a.nd R registers by the number 

in memory location x. In this case as well as in the result of the mh 

command, the R register is considered as an extension of A. If the number 

in A and R is less in absolute value than the number in x, the division is 

performed; the A register will contain the 10-digit quotient, the R register 

the true remainder after the divide command has been executed. If, however, 

the number in A and R is greater in absolute value or equal to the number 

in the D register, the overflow toggle is set; A and R are cleared. 

The setting of the overflow toggle indicates only that the numerator 
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in the proposed division was greater than or equal to the denominator in ab-

solute value, indicating that the quotient is greater than or equal to 1. 

Since the magnitude of the overflow is not known as it is in addition, both 

registers are cleared. With proper scaling such overflows can be avoided. 

Unlike the multiply commands, a divide command does not cause the preliminary 

clearing of the R register. Therefore, when the R register contains a number 

of no importance to a division: the coder should clear R before executing the 

divide order, 

Clear R 

Clear R(cl R }3) Clear the R register. 

Unit Adjust 

Unit Adjust(ua 06)Set the 111 11 toggle in the first position of the A register. 

This command effectively increases an even digit in Al, making it odd'> 

and leaves an odd digit unchanged. This command is normally used following 

a right shift to compensate for overflow on an addition- It allows the 

coder to compensate for the overflow without testing for sign, 

Al before ua Al after ua 

0 1 

1 1 

2 3 
3 3 

4 5 
5 5 
6 7 

7 7 

8 9 

9 9 
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The results of aritrJnetic operations are stored in the A register. The 

transfer of these results to memory is effected by two commands which do not 

affect the R register. They are: 

To Memory 9.nd Hold(tmh x l2)Store the number in the A register in memory 

location x, and retain the number in the A register. 

To Memory and Clear ( tmc x 01.) Store the number in the A register in memory 

location x, and clear the A ~egister, including the sign position. 

Shift Commands 

For scaling, command modification, inte1·pretation, etc., it is sometimes 

necessary to relocate the di3its in the A and R reeisters. This can be done 

with shift com."'Tlands.. Shift corrn:1ands are necessary for transferring information 

from the A to the R register. During many operations the R register is not 

disturbed and it may be used for temporary storage by shifting (A) into R. The 

shifting commands along with the extract command can be used to divide a word 

into component parts. For example, the mantissa and exponent index of a word 

in floating-point computation must be separated before arithmetic operations 

are performed with that word. Shift corrn~ands uake it a simple matter to mul-

tiply or divide by powers of ten. Special shift commands have been incorporated 

for the normalization of numbers and the computation of exponent indices for 

floating-point operation. 

Shift Right(sr n i3) Shift the number in the A and R registers, not includ-

ing sign, n places to the right (n is interpreted mod 20). The n least 
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significant digits are lost. The first n significant digits become zero. 

In this command as well as the following command, the number of shifts (n) 

is indicated by the address part of the com.~and word. 

Shift Left(sl n ll.i.)Circulate the number in the A and R registers, not in

cluding sign, n places to the left (n is interpreted mod 20). The n most 

significant digits in A become the n least significant digits in R. 

Logical Cycle Left(l.el n 01) Circulate the A register1 including the sign 

digit, n+l places to the laft, where n is interpreted mod 20. The R 

register is not affected by this command. 

Special Left Shift(spl y ±5) If the number in the A register is not zero, 

shift the A and R registers to the left until the first non-zero digit in 

A is in the first position of the A register. Change of control does not 

take place. If the A register contains zero, replace the contents of the 

A register by the contents of the R register and change control to memory 

location y. 

This command normalizes the number in Ji. and R. It is frequently used 

in floating-point operations. For further discussion of floating-point 

arithmetic see Section 6~ 

Since it is important to know the number of shifts that occur as a 

result of the special left shift, a count of these shifts is stored in the 

special counter. 

Special Counter Commands 

The special counter is a four-toggle binary counter recycling on 15. It 

is used in the machine for three purposes: 
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1. To count the shj fts during multiplication 

2o To count the shifts during division 
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3. To count the shifts necessary to normalize a number with a special 

left .. The number in the special counter after the completion of a 

multiply or divide command is 9 (except when division sets the overflow 

toggle). After a special left (spl y) command the special counter 

shows the number of ~eros in A to the left of the first non-zero digit; 

in the case where A = O, the special counter counts to 10. The number 

in the special counter is retained until a multiply, divide., or another 

special left has been executed. In all of these cases it is cleared 

before the new number is added to it. Information may be obtained from 

the special counter by means of two commands. 

Add Suecial Counter( epc4> 16) Add (algebraically) the number in the special 

counter scaled lo-10, to the munber in 'the A register. 

Subtract Special Counter(spg• l,7}Subtract (algetraicPJ.ly) the number in the 

special counter scaled lo-1~ from the number in the 1:.. rcgi ster. 

As in tho addition commands, there is a possibility of overflow. Also, the 

special counter can contain a forbidden combination. In such a case, the 

execution of a spc! co~.mand ~~11 signal the forbidden combination alarm, 

and the computer halts. 

Extract Command(ex x 63)The extract command as it is normally used will be 

considered first. In this case, memory location x wi.11 contain a combina-

tion of O's and l's. This number is referred to as an extract combination. 
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For the digits of the extract combination that are zeros, repla0e the cor-

responding digits in the A register cy zeros. For the digits of the extract 

combination that are ones, leave the corresponding digits in the A register 

unchanged. For example, if the A register reads 

(A) = -6754902387 

and the extract combination in memory location x reads 

(x) = +0001111010, 

then the number in the A register after the execution of the extract command 

is 

(A) = +0004902080. 

If the extract combination is not restricted to 0 and 1, the execution 

of the command is an addition ac:!cording to the following rule: 

If an extract digit is even, then the digit corresponding to it in the 

A register is replaced by the extract digit 9 

If an extract digit is odd, then the digit corresponding to it in the 

A register is added to the extract digit minus one. 

The result replaces the A register digits; i.e~, (A1 )a = (A1)b + (x1) -1. 

If this sum is greater than or equal to 10> a carry occurs, which will be 

added to the A register digit to the left of t:re digits whose "addition" 

resulted in a carry. It is possible that certain extract combinations can 

cause the overflow toggl~ to be set, e.g. 
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The extract combination containing only O's and l's is merely a special case 

of the generalized extract combination, and follows the same rule of "addition." 

Loop Transfer Commands 

Block Transfer into a Loop (bl(4)<-x 34) Block transfer into the 4000 loop 

the 20 words at memory location x through memory location x + 19, the main 

memory and loop addresses corresponding modulo 20. The commands bl(5)<---x, 

bl(6)~---x, bl(7)<---x, are executed in the same way as the above command, 

the 20 words being blocked into the 5000, 6ooc, and 7000 loops respectively. 

Because it is not possible to block trruisf'er from one loop to another, all 

blocking commands are interpreted modulo 4000. Information transferred from 

main memory into a high-speed loop remaia;in main memory. 

Block Transfer into Main Memory (bl(4)-->x 24)Block transfer into 20 main 

memory positions starting at memory location x the words in the 4000 loop. 

The words will go into main memory locations corresponding modulo 20 to their 

loop addresses. bl(5)--->x, bl(6)--->x, bl(7)--->x, commands are defined as 

above with the exception that we substitute Sooo, 6000, and 7000, respectively, 

for 4000. After execution of a block transfer command, the information is 

retained in the loop until new information is WJ'•itten in. 

Change Control Commands 

Unconditional Change of Control(~u Y.20)Change control unconditionally to 

memory location y. This command replaces the contents of the control counter 

with the address part of the cu command. 

Conditional Change of C-0ntrol{_cc 1, ~R)If the overflow toggle is set, change 
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control to y and reset the overflow toggle to o. If the overflow toggle is 

not set, ignore this commande 

Control Block Transfer 

The two commands listed under this section and two of the commands in the 

following sections are a co1rbina tion of change of control commands and block 

transfer. 

Block and Unconditional Change of Control (cub y 30) Block transfer into 

the 7000 loop the words at 20 consecutive locations starting at main memory 

location y, and change control to the im:lge y in the 7000 loop; y is inter-

preted modulo 4000. It is important to ;,1ote th:it the words occupy locations 

in the 7000 loop which are congruent r:iodulo 20 to their previous main memory 

addresses. Change of control in effected by replacing the first two digits 

in the address part of trw c01rrr1~1nd word .by 70 and placing this in the control 

counter. This conirriand therefore automatically changes control to the 7000 

loop. 

Block and Conditional Transfer of Control ( ccb y 38) If the overflow 

toggle is set, this corrmand act,s in the sa1ne way as the cub y command 

described in the previous paragraph. If the overflow toggle is not set, 

this command is ignored. 

Since the control counter performs the operation of counting up one only 

after the conroand ·word has been fetched, it can be seen readily that the 

cub command must replace the first two digits by 70, not merely replace 

the first digit by 7o If, say, a cub 2999 were executed and the first 

digit only were replaced by 7, one comnand execution would cause a 
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control change from tho 7000 loop into main memory. 

Control-Hecord Commands 
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Unconditional Change of Con_~o~ ant .!~ec.~:lrd ( cnR y .21) Clear the tl register, 

replace its four most significant digits with the contents of tho control 

counter, and chc..ngl'. control unconditionally tD memory location y. This 

command records the address from which a departure into a subrou.tine has 

been made, and makes j_ t possible to provide in advance for a control 

change to the next address in the main routj_nc. 

Conditional Change of Control and necord ( cch y 29) If the overflow toggle 

is set, clear the H rsgister, replace its four most significant digits with 

the contents of the control counti:~r, and c~1ange control to memory location 

y. If the over fl ow co ggle is not set, ie;nore this co:rnmand. 

Block, Unconditional Chango of Control and Record (cubR y 31) Clear the R 

register and replace its four most siFnificant digits with the contents of 

the; control countGr; block transfer the ·Hords in memory location y and the 

following 19 locations into the 7000 loop and changG control unconditionally 

to the number correspondinc to y in tho 7000 loop~ 

Block, Conditional 'J.ransfcr of Control and_ Record (ccbR y 39) If the over-

flow toggle is set, effect a cubR y cornrnandlJ If the overflow toggle is not 

set, ignore this command. 

The record commands are usod for subroutine entry and exit. For further 

details see Section 6~ 

Note that all block transfer corrmands arc intcrprotod modulo l.iOOO. The 

y' s in the comnands that perform a blocking operation are interpreted 
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modulo 4000, while those in other conunands are interpreted modulo 8000. 

These comma.'t"lds do not disturb the contents of any register other than the 

C register. 

Zero Check (z y 04) If the A re6ister doe3 not contain ~O before the 

execution of this command, change control to memory location y. If -the 

A register coritains ±0, ignore ti1is command (-0 is changed to +O). 

Sign Compare (sgc · x 73) If the sign of th(; A register is the same as the 

sign of the word in memory location x, do not set the overflo~.; toggle. If 

the sign of the A register is not the sa1r1e as the sign of the word in 

memory location x, set the overflow togr:~le~ 

The sign conpare command is usually followed by a cc, ccR, ccb, or ccbR 

command. If it is n·Jt, the setting of the overflow toggle will cause the 

machine to stoptt It is only because of the sgc x command that the programmer 

need know the sign of zero. 

B-Register Commands 

Replace B (Bx 72) Set the D register to the last four digits in main 

memory location x. The sign of the number :i.n x has no bearing on the 

setting of B. 

Increase B (B+ 32) Add 1 to the contents of the B register. 

If the B register before the execution of a B+ comrnand contains 9999, it 

will contain 0000 after the execution of the command. 

B to A (B-->A) Clear the A register and replace its four least significant 

digits with the contents of the B register. 'I'he B register is not changed 

by this command$ 

Decrease B (B- y 22) If the B register befo~e the execution of this 
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command did not contain zero, subtract 1 from the contents of the B register 

and change control to memory location y. If the B register before the 

execution of this ccmmand contained zero, ignore this command. In the 

latter case the command leaves the il register set to 9999. 

Stop (s 08) Halt the machine. The operator can continue his program by 

pressing the CONTINUOUS button. 

Paper Tape and Keyboard Input Comnands 

The INPUT SELECTOft switch may be set to OPTICAL HEADER, t4ECHANICAL READER 

(on the Flexowriter) or KEYBOARD. 

Input (in x 00) Start reading the first Hord on the tape or received from 

the keyboard into memory location x. Read f ollor-ring words into the next 

consecutive locations. ( 3ee Special Use of the Sign Column) 

Single Digit ~i.dd Input (d.A 10) Add to the contents of the A register in the 

AlO position the positive value of the number punched on the keyboard or 

read by the mechanical reader. When the co1TI11and is executed, the machine 

will stop until a digit has been entered, after which it resumes operation. 

Special Use of the Sign Colurr.n ·1words containing nwnbers other than 0 or 1 

in the sign column are usE.d for control of the input device and for B 

modification of words during input. A 2 or 3 placed in the sign column will 

cause the address part of the word to be modified by the B register as the 

word is read into memory. In memory, the word will have a positive sign 

if there was a 2 in the sign column, a negative sign if there was a 3 in 

the sign column. In both cases, the word will be stored with the contents 

of the B register added to its address part. 
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'lhis is summarized in the follo~nng 

Sign Column B liodific at ion 
Before Execution 

0 no 

1 yes 

2 no 

3 yes 

table: 

B hodification 
On Input 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 
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Comments 

Sign appears in 
memory as o. 
Sign appears in 
memory as 1. 

---------------------------------------
A tape command is a command which appears only on the tape and does not enter 

the memory of the computer. It is used to co~trol the input and is read directly 

into the command register and executed,. This type of corrmand is indicated by the 

presence of a 4, 5, 6,or 7 in the sign column" The effect of each of these numbers 

with cu or STOP appears in the table below. Hith the "in" command, a 6 or 7 in 

the sign colwnn does not stop the input device. 

Sign Oolumn 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Tape .Jtops or 
Keyboard is 
Deactivated 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 

B Modification 
Before Execution 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

The commands most often used with a tape control digit in the sign column are 

cu, cub, in1 and stop. 

Flexowriter and Paper Tape Output 

There are two printout co:rrmands. ~Jith either of them, the second digit of 

the address part is a coded format instruction to the Flexowriter, Flexowriter 
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punch or console punch, (The two punches carry along the format instruction as an 

·information digit for the typewriter control. It does not affect format until the 

printing operation is carried out.) These instruc~ions 1 which are sensed and 

carried out before any other part of the command is executed, are as follows: 

Second Address-Digit Instruction 

0 

1 

2 

None. 

Feed out one character-space of 
blank tape (10 to the inch). (This 
ins true tion has no effect on the 
J:t"'lexowri ter. ) 

.Print decimal point and suppress 
sign digit. 

3 .Suppress sign digit and substitute 
a space for sign digit when the WOtd 
is printed. 

4 Translate alphanumerically, two A
register digits per alphanumeric 
character. 

5 Actuate carriage return. 

6 Actuate tab key. 

7 Stop printout. Idle the computer if 
any printout coI!ln)B.nd comes up before 
the typewriter-control RESET is 
pressed. 

8 Actuate space bar. 

9 None • 
.. 

Print Out (po n, 03) This command prints out the sign and n digits of the 

A register (unless the sign_has been suppressed by a 2 or a 3 fonnat 

instruction), n being interpreted modulo 20, since a tens digit must be 

sensed to print out 10 digits. The R register is neither printed out nor 
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shifted. The A register, including the sign, is circulated n + 1 places left. 

(This operation differs from that of the shift commands in that they do not 

shift the sign.) 

The format-instruction digits make it possible to control format completely 

by proper construction ·of the computer com."'Tl.and word.- It is also possible to 

control format by means of cascaded counters in the typewriter control which 

may be set for WORDS PER LINE, LINES PE:a GROUP, and GROUPS PER PAGE, each 

setting from 1 to 20. (See Section 8.) 

The po n command for any one word may inhibit the advancement of the words-

per-line counter by using an 8 as the first address-digit; this in effect 

cuts out the external format control. The format control will resume its 

count and will actuate the tab, carriage return, and page stop according 

to the settings, at the end of the next printout command which does not 

have an 8 as the first address-digit. 

Fiample: 

Print out 50 words, beginning T.-Jith the word in 2062 and ending with the 
word in 2013. Set the WORDS PER LINE selector at 5, the LINES PER GROUP 
selector at 10., The code for this is as follows: · 

Storage Address Command Number 
of Command 

7054 B 7059 
(0 0000 72 7059) 

7055 1 ca 2013 
(1 0000 64 2013) 

7056 po 0010 
(0 0000 03 0010) 

7057 B- 7055 
(0 0000 22 7055) 

7058 STOP 
(0 0000 08 0000) 
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Storage Address 
of Command (continued) 

7059 

Command 

Programming and Coding 
Section 3 page 20 

Number 

0 0000 00 .0049 

If the printout command in 7056 had been written 0 CQOO 03 8010, the format 

selector switches would have been inoperative and provision would have had 

to be made for internal format controlo 

Print Out (po f 07) The po f command does nothing but carry out the format 

instruction contained in the second address-digit. (The first address-digit 

is immaterial to this command, since po f cannot advance the words-per-line 

counter.) 1he second address-digit most frequently contains format-instruc

tions 1, 5, 6, 7, or 8. It should be noted that format instructions 2, 3, 

and 4 will affect the next po n command; 2 and 3 1·rill suppress the sign and 

4 will cause alphanumeric printout in the next po n command. 

Punch Out (po n 03; po f 07) The console punch uses the same two commands 

as the Flexowriter and typewriter control with the difference that the OUT-

PUT SELECTOR is set to TAPE. The console punch has no connection with the 

typewriter control except that its output tape may be an input to various 

arrangements of the typewriter control patch panel. (See Section 8.) 

Alphanumeric Code Typewriter action corresponding to the various two-digit 

combinations read out from the A register is given on the following page" 

Alphanumeric information comes out on the console punch as pairs of decimal 

digits. The format instruction (4) accompanies the information so that when 

the tape is read for printing later it will be translated by the typewriter 

control into alphanumeric Flexowriter action. 
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Type1Nriter Action Alphanumeric 
L.C. u .c. Code 

a A 20 
b B 61 
c c 62 
d D 63 
e E 64 
f F 65 
g G 66 
h H 67 
i I 70 
j J 71 
k K 72 
1 L 36 
m M 73 
n N 74 
0 0 75 
p p 76 
q Q 77 
r R 21 
t T 23 
u u 52 
v v 53 
w w 54 
x x 55 
y y 56 
z z 57 

Alphanumeric Typewriter Action 
Code L.C. u.c. 

00 ignore 
01 backspace 
04 tab 
05 carriage return 
07 stop 
20 a A 
21 r R 
23 t T 
24 + = 
25 
26 -; . . 
27 lower case 
30 upper case 
31 

' 
, 

32 • • 
33 ' 
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Typewriter Action 
L,C .. u.c. 

Alphanumeric 
Code 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
+ 

; 

' 0 

) 
1/2 

& 

I 
$ 
% 
? 

' • 
* ( 
= 
-. . , 
• 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
50 
51 
24 
25 
26 
31 
32 
33 

lower case 27 
upper case 30 
space 34 
color shift 35 
ignore 00 
back space 01 
tab 04 
carriage return 05 
stop 07 

Alphanumeric Typewriter Action 
Code L.c. u.c. 

so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
70 

8 
9 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 
z 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 

{~ 

( 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 
z 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
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Alphanumeric (conto) Typewriter Action Alphanumeric Typewriter action 
Code L.Co u.c" Code LoC. u.c. 

34 space 71 j J 
35 color Bhift 72 k K 
36 1 L 73 m M 
40 0 ) 74 n N 
41 l 1/2 75 0 0 
42 2 & 16 p p 

43 3 I 77 q Q 
44 4 $ 
45 5 % 
46 6 ? 
47 7 1 

Since it takes two digits to reprcse~1t one alphabetic character, a po 0406, 

written 0.0000030406, will print out three alphabetic characters from the A 

register. 

Example: If (A) = +6)7065464646, and the command mentioned in the above 

paragraph is executed, the following characters will be printed out: if6. 

Punched Card Commands 

Card Input ((1000-m) ci x 44) Head ir.. m cards starting at memory location x. 

If x is less than 8000, the address of the command is interpreted modulo 

4000 (words are read into main memory). If xis greater than or equal to 

8000, the cards are read into the 4000 loop, the starting location in the 

loop corresponding modulo 20 to x. The three most significant digits of 

the command ,..rord are 1000-m. When the command is fetched, it is placed in 

both the A register and the C register. This means that any useful informa-

ti on in A before the execution of this command must be stored. After the 

execution of the command, the A and C registers will contain the original 

command modified so that the address part holds the address of the first 

word on the last card and the first three digits are zero. This corrmand 
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also destroys the previous contents of the 4000 loop. After its execution, 

the 4000 loop will contain the last 20 words read in from the cards. 

Card-input information is always read into the 4000 loop. It is then block 

transferred into main memory, if the address of the command word is less 

than 8000. If the address is greater than or equal to 8000, it remains in 

the 4000 loop. This means that if k represents the number of words per 

card, km + 20 - k locations have been written in main memory starting at 

location x, provided that the address of the command word is less than 8000. 

The number of words per card, k, is set on an input selector switch on the 

converter unit where 1 ~ k ~ 8. 

Card or Tabulator Output ((1000-rn) co x 54) Punch out m cards, starting 

"With the word at memory location x. If x is less than 8000, this command 

is interpreted modulo 4000. If x is greater than or equal to 8000, the 

information is punched directly from the 4000 loop, starting at the position 

corresponding modulo 20 to x.· The three most significant digits of the 

command word contain 1000-mo 

The A register is cleared upon the execution of this command and will contain 

the canmand with the number of words read in added to the address part of the 

command word. 

Example: If k is the number of words per card, and the command to be 

executed is 0.7473 54 2011, then 253 cards will be punched out, k words 

per card, starting at memory location 2011. If we let k = 2, then 1494 

words will have been read out after the command has been executed. The 

A register will appear as 0 0003 54 3505. The six most significant digits 
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of the C register will be 5Li3505. 

Programming and Coding 
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The 4000 loop will contain the block of 

20 words starting at x+k(m-1), or in this case at 3503. k is set on a 

selector switch. 

For tabulator output the command is the sa.rme except that the words "line" 

and "printed" are substituted for the words "card" and "punched" respectively. 
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TlliIOO 

Programming and Coding 
Section 4 page 1 

The basic consideration governing timing is that orders and operands can be 

obtained from or returned to memory only at those instants when the designated 

cell passes under a reading or writing head. Thus, in carrying out a program 

stored in main memory, the actual time required to carry out each order is 

usually irrelevant, because this time is nearly always small compared with the 

time required to bring the next order under the read head. A long execution 

time is in this case compensated for by a subsequent short wait. However, with 

the program in the high-speed loops, timing becomes more significant and it is 

for this reason that the following description has been included. 

As previously defined, a sector is 1/200 part of the drum and consists of 

20 memory locations, whose addresses are congruent modulo 200, on the 20 bands 

of the drum. 3ee illustration on drum, Section S. It will be convenient to 

number these sectors from 0 to 199, with each sector number being congruent 

modulo 200 to numbers .of cells in the sectoro The time required for one sector 

to pass under the read-write heads is called a word-time and is taken as the 

fundamental timing unit for the computer. 

· ~Je can calculate the word-time in seconds since we know that the drum makes 

approximately 3570 revolutions per minute, or 59~ revolutions per second. Time 

required for one revolution is thus approximately .0168 seconds. One word-time 

would be 1/200 of this, or about 84 microseconds. The access time to any cell 

on the drum may vary from 0 to 199 word-times. For example, if the computer 

starts to look for cell 3136 at the beginning of sector 136, it will not have 
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to search, but can immediately start reading or writing. The same applies to 

cells 2336, 2536, 2736 or any other cell in sector 136. On the other hand, if 

the computer starts to look for cell 1432 at the beginning of sector 33, it will 

have to search for 199 word-times. The average access time to any cell in main 

memory will be halfway between these extremes--that is, 100 word-times, or approx-

imately 8.5 milliseconds. 

However, since. numbers and commands are usually stored in the high-speed 

loops during computation, a more realistic access time for the computer would be 

one obtained for the loops. 

A number may be read from a high-speec~. loop at any time when a sector which is 

congruent to it modulo 20 is under the read head. For exCL~ple, the number in cell 

6013 may be read from the drum during sector 13, 53, ••• 173, or 193. Since the 

number may be read every tenth part of a drum revolution, tho m.'l.Ximum access time 

for the loops would be 1. 7 milliseconds and the average access time approximc:ttely 

.85 milliseconds. 

We define the timi~g cycle for commands as the interval between the appear-

ance of a command location, c, under tho readinG head, and the appearance of the 

location of the next command to be executed, c·i, under the reading head. A 

timing cycle will be divided into four phases as illustrated below. Each step 

has been assigned a symbol to simplify description of examples given later. 

Symbol 

Copyright 19~4 

At beginning of cycle drum is in position to read command 
into D. 

Computer reads command into D register, modifies it, if necessary, 
as it passes through adder and then places it in C register. 
Here the command is interpreted and conditions are set up to 
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execute the command; or search for the operand. (Hinimum time for<'( 
is four word-times.) 

'l'ime taken to do actual search for operand, (x). 

Time taken to execute command and set up conditions to search 
for next command. 

Actual time spent in search for command c'. 

Note that the drum is rotating throughout the whole timing cycle. 

The total number of word times, Tc, necessary to execute the timing cycle 

for c will accordingly bo given by 

T =.-at~ t. +~//+ t 1 , where c ~ x ... c 

r~~ is a function of the command at c.· 

,/.J is a function of both the nature of the command and the magnitude of the 

operands. 

t . depends on the location x, but clearly is zero for those choices of the 
x 

command at c which do not involve consulting memory for an operand, (x) .~ 

For convenience of description, orders are grouped into four classes.-

Class I Orders 

Orders in Class I have no operand, (x) 1 therefore tx = o. In most cases, 

~ + j!g is less than 21 word-times; however, this is the minimum time necessary 

to read successive commands from high-speed loops. F'or main manory, the figure 

is 201 word-times. In the following table T is given directly where possible 
c 

or as a combination of (~+t') and t ,. 
c 
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I T From 
Order I 

c 
I Comment j1oop Main Hemory 

I 

ua 21 201 

B--> A 21 201 

sr n 21 201 

sl n 21 201 

spc + 21 201 

spc - 21 201 

ro 21 201 

B+ 21 201 

cl R 21 201 

po f 21 201 

lcl n 21 201 If n :'.: 12. 

41 201 If n > 12-. · 

z y 21 201 If A • o. 

(9 + tc') If A f o. 

B- y 21 201 If (B) = 
b 

o. 

(9 +tr) c If (B)b I o. 

cu x (8 + tcr) 

cuR x (8 + tc,) 

cc x (8 + tcr) If 0,F.T. 

21 201 If no O.F,T. 

ccR x (8 +tr) c If 0,F.T. 

21 201 If no O.F.T. 
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Tc F:rom 
Order ..,__·-·---r--· 

Loop Hain Hemory 

spl y 21 201 

41 201 

(28 + t t) c 

Examples of Class I Orders: 

If n < 6 

If 6 < n < 9 -
If n = 10 

Programming and Coding 
Section 4 page 5 

Comment - continued 

n refers to number of places 

before first non-zero digit 

in A register. 

1. From the instant a cl Rorder is under the read head in 6005, how many word 

times will it be before the next order can be read in? The answer is 21 

word times, since even though t}1e order does rJ.ot take that long to execute, 

the drum must turn one-tenth of a revolution plus one word-time before the 

read head ·will be over cell 6006 again, 

2. If A f 0 and we execute a z 3150 frora cell 3167, what is T 0? Since \ • /§' 

= 9, we are ready to fetch the command from 31.50 when the read head is over 

(3167 + 9)= 3176, It will be necessary to wait until drum has turned from 

this point to 33.50 (3350 = 3150 modulo 200), or a period of 174 word-times. 

T is then 174 + 9 = 183 word-times. c 

Class II Orders 

Orders in Class II require a search for the operand (x). Because tx and 

tc, vary depending on location of a particular command or operand, Tc cannot be 

given directly, but must be calculated for each separate case. d, = 5 for all 

Class II orders. /? is given by the following table. 
r 
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Order 
£;;' 

tmc x 4 

tmh x 4 

bl(h)-> 23 

bl(5)-> 23 

bl(6)-> 23 

bl(7)-> 23 

bl(4)<- 2.3 

bl(S)<- 23 

bl(6)<- 23 

b1(7)<- 23 

mh x 16 + 2n~~ 

mr x 17 + 2n-~ 

div x 55 + 2~<-~~ 

ex x 6 

ca x 6 

cs x 6 

caa x 6 

csa x 6 

Bx 6 

sgc x 5 

ad x 6 
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n* = sum of digits of A. 
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~.: = 27 if I (A) I > I (x) I 
n-lH~= sum of digits of quotient 

,,( = 8 if I (A)bl > I (x) I and A-SG f D-SG. 
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Order 

SU X 

ada x 

sua x 

6 
.,, 

l 6 
( 

6_) 

Comments - co~ti~ued 

l~ = 8 if I (A)b I > I (x) I and A-SG f D-SG. 

(See ADDER OPERATION, Section 3.) 

~*" Taking 45 as an average value of n, 1~= 106 for mh x and 107 for mr x. 

~H*- Taking 45 as an average value of n,. f! = 90 + 55 • .145 for div x. 

Examples of Class II Orders: 

1. Compute the timing of tmc 6003, assuming command is located in 5013. 

Ho. vford Times 
Phase Elapsed 

START 0 

d. s 
tx 5 

~· 4 

tc' 7 

:eosi-tion of Ilead-Viri te Heads 
=i.Y~0'=·-6ooo loop4-over 5000 loop 

6013 

6018 

6023=:6003 
(mod 20) 

I 
I 

5013 

5018 

5023 

5027 

5034•5014 
(mod 20) 

This makes a total of 21 word-times. 

Class III Orders 

Orders in Cl-ass III are similar to Class II orders except that ...:.\ = 6 

instead of Se 0--- 1
-' 

cub x 23 

cubR x 23 

ccb x 23 

ccbR x 23 
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These values are true if OoF.T. is on. If O.F.T. is 
not on, T = 21 word-times if c' is executed from high
speed loo~ and 201 if from main memory. 
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1. How many word-times are necessary to execute a cub 12h0 from 4032? 

Answer: If we asslliTle sector 32 is under the read heads, 

No. ~ford-Times Position of Read-Write Head 
_P_h_as_e~~~·--~---+---~~E_l_a_p_s_ed __ ~--~====-o-~_1er 4006'1.00p-;main memory 

START 

6 

2 

23 

17 

Total, Tc, = 48 word-times" 

4032 

4038 

4040 

4063=4023 

1232 

1238 

12}+0 

1263 

2. lVhen executing the fallowing sequence of cornnnnds, what cells in the 2600-

2700 band may xxxx be and still cause no time to be wasted? 

5008 

5009 

5010 

caa 

ada 

mh 

Answer: Assuming we start at sector 0188: 

2600 

xx.xx 

2773 

No. vJord-1
1

imes I Position of Heading Head 
Phase Elapsed 1--over-$000 loop 'over 260._0_b_an_d_( o_r_2_4_o_o_) 

--~--~~~-t----~--:~~~---~~+-------.;;_..~~---o1-+-------~--~~=----:;;_o...._.,.:_ 

START 
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5 

7 

6 

3 

5008 

5013 

5006 

5009 

5014 

i'"modulo 201 

2588 

2593 

2600 

2606 

2609 

2614 
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At this point the computer starts searching for xxxx. The next command, c', will 

be under the read heads at 5030=5010 mod 20. However, to allow the maximum time 

for,t)-~ the operand at xxxx must be found before 5022. Thus, in order not to waste 
I 

time, xxxx should be between 26ll.i and 2622. 

Class IV Orders 

Drum timing is not a pertinent factor in Class IV orders since time per 

command is much larger than any drum time. 

Order Time 

in x 500 decimal digits per second using photoelectric reader 

10 decimal d:i gits per second using mechanical reader 

po n 10 digits per second, Flexowriter printout or pun~h 

15 digits per second, console punch 

STOP Determined by operator 

dA Determined by operator 

ci x 100, 150, or 200 cards (or lines) per minute depending on the 

co x IBM machine being employed. 

See Section 8 for time in terms of input-output media. 

Information from the above tabl€s can be used to find the speed of sub-

routines when needed. However, for genernl program timing, it is more practical 

to have an average time figure for each order. 

The average timing, based upon use of the high-speed memory for storage of 

commands and operands, including access time for procurement of the command and 

operand, and the actual operation tL~e itself, is given in the following table: 
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Operation 

ca x, caa x, 
csa x, cs AJ 

ex x,· B x, ad .. ,.. 
A' 

ada x, SU x, 
sua x, tmh x, 
tmc x, sgc x 

mh x, mr x 

div x 

bl(n)->x, bl(n)<-x 

cu x, cuH x, 
cc x, spl y, 
B- x, ccR x, 
z y, clR, ro, 
ua, sl n, sr n, 
B+, B->A, spc±, 

lcl n. 

cubR x, cub x, 

ccb x, ccbR x 

Average time per operation 
(rounded to tenth of millisecond). 

2.s 
10~8 

14.0 

11.5 

12.3 

12.3 
1.8 

n = 4,5,6,7 
x is a main memory address 

x is a main memory address 

If O.F.T. set 
If O.F.T. not set 
x is a main memory address 

Conmen ts 

Each reference to main memory, other than those mentioned in the comments, 

increases the corresponding average tx or tc' by 90 word-times, or 7.6 milliseconds. 
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CODING NETEODS 

Progrannning and. Coding 
Section 5 page 1 

Once a coder has grasped the basic concepts involved in the function of 

an internally progrannned computer, the translation of mathematical symbols into 

the coded instructions for the computer is rather elementary. Elementary, that 

is, if we refer to the writing of a code that will cause the computer to solve 

a stated problem. It is not so simple a matter to write a polished code -- one 

that conserves machine operation time and storageo The process of coding for 

the ElectroData computer i:oti.11 lead the coder by necessity and intuition to coding 

methods and schemes which will help him polish his codes. This section introduces 

coding methods which are standard practice and are useful no matter what type of 

problem or computer application is being coded. It is hoped that this exposition 

will leave the coder's intuition and initiative free to develop coding methods 

not so well knot.m. 

Use of basic arithmetic commands in a conputer with an internally stored 

program is very similar to the use of a desk calculatoro To add two numbers, the 

accumulator· register is cleared and the augend is pat into i to Next, the addend 

is added to it and the result appears in the accumulator. 

Similarly, in the ElectroData computer, two numbers are added by giving a 

"clear and add11 command which clears the A register and puts the first number into 

it, and then an "add11 command which adds the second number to what is already in 

the A register, the sum appearing in the A register. 

The other arithmetic commands, such as subtract, multiply, and divide are 

executed similarly. One operand is put in the A register by one corrmand or a 
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series of commands, and tbe operation is performed by a second command which 

contains the address of the second ope:cand,, 

Cycling 

'Ihe internally-stored program computer exhibits its greatest usefulness in 

the fact that the program itself may be altered by suitable commands. 

As a means of illustrating this, corBider the problem of summing a series of 

numbers. Assume the numbers are stored in memory locations 0100 to 0149. With 

no altering of commands, the program would appear as follows~ 

Storage Addres~ CorrJi1and 

0500 ca 0100 
0501 ad 0101 
0502 ad 0102 Note: In this and the 
0503 ad 0103 following example 

··• assume that the 
final sum is less 

• than lo 

0.549 ad 0149 

This coding is plainly very tedious to write and wasteful of space. If it 

were necessary to. sum 2000 words in this wa.y, half the total memory would be used 

for data and the other half for commands. Clearly a method is needed whereby the 

series of ad x collli~ands is replaced by one such command used many times, the 

address being varied. The process of repeating a command or series of conmands, 

altering the address, and then going back to the beginning, is called cycling. 

In order to cycle the above example three things are necessary: 

1. Alter the address of the ad x command. 

2. Provide a means for returning to execute the command just altered. 

3. Set up a means for stopping after cycling 50 times. 
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For step lJ the A register must be used~ However, it is now occupied by the 

partial sum we are computing. It will thus be necessary to store this partial sum 

while the ad x command is alteredo 
~-- . 

Before discussing points 2 and 3 let us write out the new cycling program, 

using some of the cells previous to 0)00 as storage for constants. 

0498 00 00000000 Storage cell for sum. 
0499 0 0000 00 0001 Constant 

Start -- 0500 ca 0100 
0)01 ad tQlOJ] 
0502 tmc 0498 Store sum terrporarily 
0503 ca 0)01 (A) = ad x command 
0504 ad 0499 a -Add "111 to address of ad x 
0505 tmc 0501 Store altered ad x 
0506 ca 0498 (A),.. = sum stored-temporarily 
0507 cu 0501 Rettlrn to add next number 

(The bracket around the address part of the comrrand in cell 0501 is a 

convention used to indicate that that particular address is being altered by the 

programo) 

While the above program will accomplish steps 1 and 2, it will proceed 

indefinitely: there is as yet no provision for ending the cycling. Obviously, what 

is needed is a method for counting the number of times the set of commands has been 

executed and stopping the computc..tion when this reaches 49 (there are only 49 add 

ends left after the initial ca 01000 

This process of counting the number of passes through a series of commands 

and making a choice based on this count is known as tallying. One method of 

tallying on the ElectroData computer is to use the first three digits of the 

command word as follows: 

Place 1000 minus n, the number of passes, in the first three digits and then 
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add 1 to_ the third digit on ea.ch pass. On the nth pass, the A register will over-

flow., For example, for seven passes through an ad command this !116thod would use 

+ 9930 74 [OOOO:J (! This would be altered by adding +0010000001 to give +9940 74 

0001 o The process would be continued for each pass until the one just before 

the last.9 when t.he comnand would appear as: + 9990 74 [Qoo6]., 

The routine below provides for stopping the computer when the tally ca.uses 

overflow!' Cell 0508 could ju.st as well have contained a cu command to return to 

a main routineo 

Cell .Spares Order Address Nurnber 

0498 
0000 00 0000 Storage for sum 

0499 0010 00 0001 

START --- 0500 C" <..1. 0498 
0501 9500 ad iQlOQt 
0502 tmc 0498 
0503 ca 0.501 
0504 ad Cu99 
0505 cc osoa 
0506 tmc 0501 
0507 cu 0500 

0508 STOP 

Note that the addition of the first mlmber is here rendered like all 
subsequent additions by starting with zero as the first addend, and 
the code thus further compressedo 

Cell 0505 is known as a branch point since at this point the program may take 

one of two paths depending upon whether or not the overflow toggle is set. 

Operation of the C Register 

To explain the above commands more fully it is necessary to consider the 

operation of the C registero 

The first six decades of the C register are used to hold the command while 
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it is being interpreted and executed? 1he last four decades, called the central 

counter, contain the address of the command to be executed next~ The C register 

goes thro~gh two phases of operation for each command in the program~ These are: 

lo Fetch cycle: Command in cell designated by control counter is brought 
fr'Oill drum and placed in first six decades of C register, Number in 
control counter is increased by one. 

2 o Execute cycle: The cornma!1d, which is now tn first six decades of C 
register, is interpreted and executed~ 

Tne computer v.ri.11 2l ternate between ~1hese tl:ro eycles during calculation~ 

The following table illustrates this operation of the C register during 

the running of the routine developed earlier~ 

i c Rr,'GT0 TEF RYrn-i N'., 1 Command End of ; .J ;~ ...1..v .L • I.~.;.; .J...I. U -----1 
from Cell Fetch or l i-----,. --- Comments 
Number Execute I o~~ress ;J ~~:~~~; 
START 0500 
0500 F ca 0498 0501 

E ca 0498 0501 (A) =(0498)=0 initially 
0501 F ad 0100 0502 a 

E ad 0100 0)02 (A) =(0498)+(0100) 
0502 F tmc oL..98 0503 

a 

E tmc 04)8 0503 
0503 F ca 0501 0504 

E ca OSOl 050J.i (A) =+9500 74 0100 
0504 F ad OL99 0505 

a 

E ad 0499 0505 (A) =+9510 74 0101 
0505 F 0508 05J6 a cc 

E cc G.508 0506 Command ignored since 
O.F!tTo not setlo) 

0506 F tmc 0501 0507 
E tmc 0.501 0507 

0507 F cu 0.500 0508 
E cu 0500 0500 Address part placed 

in command counter. 
0500 F ca 0498 0500 

E ca 0498 0501 
0501 F ad 0101 0501 

E ad 0101 
,/ 

0502 (A) =(0498)+(0100)+ 
a ( 0101: 
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This sequence will continue in.the C register until the last time through, 

when the following changes will occu1· beginning 'With cell 0503e 

0503 F ca 0501 0504 
E ca 0;;01 0504 (A) =+9990 74 0149 

0504 F ad 0499 0505 a 

E ad 0499 0505 (A) =+0000 74 0150; O.F.To a set 
0505 F cc osoe 0506 

E cc 0508 0508 Address part placed in 
command registero 

0508 F STOP .0000 0509 
E STOP 0000 0.509 Computer Stops; (0498) = 

sum of 50 numbers. a 

Note that on all commands other than cu corr.mands and cc commands accompanied 

by an overflow, the C register has the same appearance in beth execute and fetch 

cycleso The distinguishing mark i·s the setting of the timing toggleo If the FETCH 

light is on, the next operation the machine will perform is to fetch the word at 

the address designated by the control 'eounter ., If the EXECUTE light is on, the 

next operation the machine Will perform is to execute the comnand in the first six 

decades of the C register~ 

The computer recognizes a word as a command only when it is brc·1ght into the 

C register, and only a command ~hose address is brought into the control counter 

will be drawn into the C register') An address can enter the control counter via 

a change of control order (cu, cc, etc\.) owing to its following a previous command 

that is not a change of control order" Commands which are altered in the A register 

are treated the same as data during this alteration, It is important to note also 

that if a part of the data should be brought into the C register, due to coding 

error, it would be treated as a command? 

A more detailed discussion of Q ... register o:peration will follow after the use 
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of the quick-access loops has been described. 

Pre-·stor age and Entry Point 

In programming a long problem it is often necessary to repeat a previous 

section of a routine,, This may be part of a cycling routine or simply a repetition 

of the section as a check, or a method of correcting errors. For example, when 

checking out a routine, the coder frequenbly finds that he needs to go back through 

part of the routine in order to locate a coding error. It is convenient not to 

have to read the routine in againo 

In the example given previously, after all or part of tl1e routine has been 

carried out, cell 0501 has been changed from its original value of +9510 74 0101 

to any one of the alterations up to +0000 74 Ol50Q 

In order to do this section over, it is necessary first to restore cell 0501 

to its original valueo A convenient way of doing this is to pre-store the original 

content of the cell at a second memory locationw Then by a short series of steps 

stored ahead of the main routine, cell 0501 can be restored. A prestorage routine 

for the example is: 

Entry point 

START ---

0494 ca 
0495 tmc 
0496 cu 

0497 .. \ 
0501 ;Pre-storage steps 
o5oo) 

OL~97 
0498 
0499 
0500 
0501 

--------
+9500 74 0100 

(+oooooooooo] 
+0010000001 
ca 0498 
9500 ad [91oQ) etc o 

Whenever it is necessary to go through this section of the routine again, 

control is changed to cell 0494, where the original content of 0501 is restored 

before the section of the routine beginning with (0500)is carried out -- hence 

the name pre-storage. 
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Cell 0494 is called an entry point to the routine since from here it can 

always be entersd and executed in its original form. 

Operational Features of Quick-Access :Memory 

Before discussing coding methods permitted and necessitated by the quick-

access loops, it may be worth while to review the operational characteristics of 

this section of memoryo 

Opposite is a schematic representation of main r:.emory storage in the Electro-

Data computer(! Note that each lJOrd can be identified by a physical location on 

the drum surface. This location is specified by the band number and the sector 

number. Thore are 20 bands, munbered 0 through 19, each of irJhich contains 200 

word spaces designated as sectors 0 through 199, An assembly of four magnetic 

heads, each capable of both reading and writing, is positioned over each band. 

To read or -write a given word in a band may req1.iirc one complete drum revolution 

before the word is in position under the read-write heado One revolution of the 

drum requires approximately 17 milliseconds; henceJ the average access time for 

a word in main memory is approximatel~y 8 e.5 milliseconds., 

Since each quick-access loop contains 20 words, it may be considered as one 

band ·with tho scnne information repeated ten times~ 

Unlike the main memory bands, which havs one read-write assembly per band, 

each quick-access loop has a reading &ssembly and a writing assembly spaced 20 

words aparto (See opposite) Also, instead of reading or writing only when an 

impulse is received from the computer, these heads read and write continuously. 

~\.s a word comes under the read head, it is re-written by the write head. 
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It may be of some help to think of the loops in terms of the f ollovr.Lng 

analogy: 

Imagine that the spacB between sectors in a band are small pockets, each of 

whict will held one steel ba.11,.. Two hundred pockets would then be formed. Sup-

pose further, a mechanism is designed which will pick up a steel ball projectile 

and thro~v it to a receptacle· twenty pockets away.. (See facing page 8. ) The 200 

pockets around the circumference of the drum form a!l endless conveyer belt for 

steel balls, traveling between the projector and th8 receptacle.. Once 20 balls 

are in the system, they will travel on the drum from the receptacle to the 

projector and back aga;_n in an endless cycleo If it is necessary to replace one 

of the balls with a new one, from odside the system)!. the projector is not a~tuated 

when that ball is ready for projection and the new ball is dropped in the receptacle 

from outside to take its place. Replacement of all 20 balls may be accomplished 

by inhibiting the projection for 20 balls and, at the sarne time transferring5 in 

proper time sequence, 20 different balls into the receptacle. If the main memory 

of the drum is imagined c onst.ruc tE.-;d in the same manner -· that is, of 20 bands of 

200 pockets each, the reader can carrJ7 this analogy through to include the block 

transfer of 20 balls from and to main memory and the transfer of one ball (word) 

from the A register to the loopso 

The foregoing analog implies that entire~ words (one steel ball) are trans-

f erred from the read head back to the wri tc he ad of a quj_ck-access loop.. This, 

of course, is an oversimplification. The transfer is actually piecemeal, digit 

by digit, with twelve transf'E~rs per word (space, sign, and 10 digits). 

The implication that when blocks of .20 words are transferred from main memory 

to the loops the words are liost in main' memory, as would be physically the case 
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with the balls, is erroneouso A block transfer of 20 words from the main memory 

to the loops leaves the 20 words in main memory unchanged~ A block transfer of 

20 words from a loop to main memory does not in any way alter the information in 

the loops. Heading information from memory doas not alter the information,, In-

formation is lost only by writing new information over ito 

The same sector nu.i11bers are used for addressing individual words in main 

memory and in the quick-access loops o One drun1 revolution after a word is written 

in a loop, it is stored not only in the location where it was originally recorded, 

but, also, assuming that no block transfer to the loop or single-word transfer 

from the A register intervenes, in nine other locations whose addresses are 

congruent modulo 20 to that 0f the original cello Hore important, the word is 

available to the read head every 20 word-times~ A word written at sector 18 will 

be written, after one 11circulation" of the loop, at sector 38, and again at 58, 78.~ 

98, 118, 1)8, 158, 178, and 1980 After one revolution it is again written at 

sector 18~ 

To identify a word within a loop, regardless of its original position on the 

drum, sector addresses are interpreted modulo 20, that is, sectors 18, 38, 58, 76, 

98, 118, 138, 158, 178, and 198, all congruent modulo 20, are used to identify the 

eighteenth word in the locp no matter which of the above sec tors the word will be 

read from during a particular drum revolutiono Likewise, all addresses that refer 

to the loop are reduced modulo 20. The first digit of a four-digit loop address 

identifies the loopo Thus, any address of the form 7x:xx refers to loop 7 (17); 

6xxx to loop 6(16); 5xxx to loop 5(r.5); 4xxx to loop 4(14)0 The last three digits 

of any loop address are interpreted modulo 20 to identify one of the 20 words 
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within a loop$ For example: the address 4378 is interpreted as 4018; 7642 as 

7002, 6473 as 6ol3, 5099 as 5019, etce There are thus 1000 addresses, 7000-7999, 

that may be used to address the 20 words in L
7

; 6000-6999 for 16; 5000-5999 for 

L5; 4000-4999 for 140 

On the transfer of 20 words from main memory to one of the loops, each indi-

vi.dual word of the twenty is transferred from its sector position to the same 

sector position in the loop" For examp1G, a word stored a.t 3016, (sector 16) will 

be transf.arred to 4016 on a block trans.fer from main memory to the 40·JO loop. The 

transfer w:Lll not take place until s~ctor 016 is under the read head of main memory. 

For this reason the loop address of eac:1 word T;Jrit ten in a loop via a block transfer 

will correspond modulo 20 to the main ncmory address from l,Jhich it is read8 The 

following table illustrates the address, sector, and modulo 20 correspondence of 

words in a 20-word block transfer fro~ main memory positions 2168-2187 to 1(5) and 

a 20-word block transfer from 1(6) to ma:i..n memory positions 3142-3161. 
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Command: bl(5) f---2168 

Word in 'I'rans- Sector at Address 
main mem- ferred to which read- Mod 20 
ory loca- loop loca- ing-writing corr es-
ti on ti on operation pondence 

takes place 

2168 

I 
5008 168 8 

2169 5009 169 9 
2170 I 5010 170 10 
2171 5011 171 11 
2172 I 5012 172 12 
2173 5013 173 13 
2174 5014 174 14 
2175 5015 175 15 
2176 5016 176 16 
2177 5017 177 17 
2178 5018 178 18 
2179 5019 179 19 
2180 5000 180 0 
2181 5001 181 1 
2182 5002 182 2 
2183 5003 183 3 
2184 5004 184 4 
218S Soos 18S 5 
2186 5006 186 6 
2187 soo7 187 7 

I 
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Command: bl(6)--->3142 

bord in Trans- !sector at Nod 20 
loop f erred to which read- address 
positionlmain me~- ing-writing corr es-

. ory posi.- operation ponden.ce 
I tion takes place 
I 

6002 3142 142 2 
6003 3143 143 3 
6004 3149 144 4 
6oo5 3145 145 5 
6co6 3146 146 6 
6007 3147 147 7 
6008 3148 148 8 
6009 3149 149 9 
6010 3150 150 10 
6011 3151 . 151 11 
6012 3152 152 12 
6013 3153 153 13 
6014 3154 154 14 
6015 3155 155 15 
6016 3156 156 16 
6017 3157 157 17 
6018 3158 158 18 
6019 31S9 1S9 19 
6000 3160 160 0 
6001 3161 161 1 
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Quick-access memory cells, as well as mai_n memory, may be referred to by 

the addresses of input commands, so that information may be rea.d directly into 

the loops without the necessity of block transfer from main memorya 

The operation of the control counter in connection with the modulo0 20 

interpretation of loop addresses should be notedc- The control counter may 

advance by 1 for each cow.mand executed from loops, even though the corrmands 

are repeated. For example, because of modular correspondence, cell 5020 is 

the same as 5000, and if no corranand is used which resets the control counter, 

the same set of 20 commands will be executed three times as the control counter 

advances from 5000 to 5059 (which calls for the comnand in 5019). 

This feature of control counter behavior gives three opportunities to use 

40 consecutive quick-access comma.nds without providing a control change: from 

4980 through 5019, from 5980 through 6019, and from 6980 through 7019c- Except 

when the control counter provides an automatic change from the last twenty 

addresses in one thousand-series to the first twenty of the next thousand, the 

only way to change control from one loop to another is to provide a command 

for that purposeo 

vJhen programmed properly, the quick-access loops obviate the need for 

restoring to its original form, information which may have been altered during 

computationo This is illustrated by the program below~ 

2309 
2310 
2311 
2312 
2313 
2314 
2315 
2316 
2317 

4 in 

bl(4)<- 2309 
cu 4311 
ca 4316 
mr 4317 
tmh 4317 
z 4311 
STOP 
+09324937021 
-07002396548 

6 cu 2309 

C Register 

34 2309 2310 
20 4311 4311 
64 4316 4312 
70 4317 4313 
12 4317 4314 
04 4311 4315 
08 0000 4316 

A Register 

+.9324937021 
-.,6529690681 
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As this program is executed3 the 20 words in 2309 through 2328 are block 

transferred to 4309 through 4328 (interpreted as 4009 through 4008)o Since the 

B register is not used, the address parts of the commands following the first 

one must be loop addresses. After the execution of the tmh in 4313 (originally 

2313), cell 4317 contains -~6529690681. Cell 2317, however, still contains the 

original value -:170023965480 This program, then, including the initial block 

transfer, may be repeated without going through the steps of prestoring initial 

valueso 

Branching Commands 

In the program above, the 04 originally stored at 2314 is a branching 

commando The others are B- y, spl y, and cc and its variants, (The command sgc 

is not a branching command, but, like arithmetic overflow, provides the condition 

for the branching of cc e ) Every time the content of the A register is not zero, 

the 04 command is converted automatically within the computer to a control 

change; the 4311 address is shifted into the control counter, displacing 4315, 

and the program returns to 4311. On each repetition the magnitude of the 

product from the mr in 4312 becomes smaller; when it is small enough to fall 

within the R register, leaving the A register zero, the 04 will be unchanged and 

the control counter will continue to read 4315" All branching commands are 

skipped if the condition for change of control is not met, and if the condition 

is met, all of them accomplish the change by converting the contents of the 

order register (Cl and C2) to a cc corrmand (28) and momentarily setting the over-

flow toggle. A branching command allows the computer to choose which of two 

paths it should take in order to find its next command, depending on conditions 

arising from the execution of the programo 
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So far, only two choices on a test have been considered. It is possible, 

by using a series of branching commands, to have an unlimited number of choices. 

For exaffiple, the following series of commands branches to b, c, or a, depending 

on whether the number in the A register is positive, negative, or zero. The 

diagram at the rign.t is a symbolic outline o.f the program. 

6002 z 6004 z 
6003 cu (a) =°I '"to 6004 sgc 6002 + sgc 
6005 cc (c) / ./"'-6006 cu (b) a 0 c 

',Ji th n 18vels of branching it is possible to work out a program which contains 

2n possible choices as illustrated below: 

A bar over the letter indicates that t~B condition is not true, The plus 

sign indicates "and • 11 

TEST 

"\ I -
A+B+C A+B+C 

TEST 

A+B+C 

TEST 

TEST 

A+B+C 

TEST 

/~ 
A+B+C A+B+C 

TEST 

" ~A+B 
TEST 

/~ 
A+B+C A+B+C 

In this diagram there are 23 = 8 possibilities. This process could be 

continued indefinitely, but need not be symmetrical. 
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The most important uses of the B register are address modification, and, 

since the B register can be counted down, t9.llying a cycle while the addresses 

of commands within the cycle are altered by the addition of a different number 

each time. Modification of a command word by addition of the B register, 

including decimal carries, takes place after the word is read from the drum, as 

it is being transferred from the D register through the adder to the C register o 

Ti1e word remains unchanged in the quick-aecess or main memory cell from which it 

was read. The signal for address modification by the .d register is a 1 in the 

sign position of the command word stored on the drumo Several examples of B-

register modification are given below: 

Word on Drum Content of B hegister Word in C Register 

0 0000 64 2349 0794 64 2349 
1 0000 64 2349 07?4 64 3143 
1 0000 64 2349 9043 65 1392 
1 0000 64 2349 0000 64 2349 

Note that the addition of the contents of the B register in the third example 

above changes the instruction fror;i. "clear and add" to "clear and subtract•" 

The follmdng code exemplifies the use of the B register as a command 

modifier and tally. 

Problem: Count all words with negative sign stored in 3016 through 3999; 
store the resulting count in 2001. 

Storage 
Address Command Effect c hegister 

4 in 006o 
0060 B 7069 Load B 72 7069 7061 
0061 - ca 3016 64 3999 7062 
0062 sgc 7061 Test for negative 73 7061 7063 
0063 cc 7067 Omit count if positive 28 7067 7067 
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Storage 
Address - cont. Command 

0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 

ca 7070\ 
ad 7071 \ 

tmh 7070) 
B- 7061 

tmc 2001 
STOP 0983 

(9 0000 00 0000) 
0 0000 00 0001 

6 cub OOto 

Effect 

Add 1 to count if negative 

Tally and recycle 
Store count 

Loop count storage 

Programm.ing and Coding 
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C Register 

64 7070 7065 
74 7071 7066 
12 7070 7067 
22 7061 7061 
02 2001 7069 
08 0983 7070 

Note that B is lnaded with 0983, the address part of the com.~and in 7069. 

(This command was put int.a 7069 from 0069 by the cub 00600) The C-register 

content shown for the command in 7063 ( 28 TJ67 7067) is what would be there if 

the number in 3999 were positive; that is, tl1.e overflow toggle T•Jould be set, 

there would be no addition to the count, and control would be changed to 7067 

(the address tally for the 3016-3999 series).. If the number in 3999 were negative, 

the sign comparison ~uuld show no difference, the cc (28) would be changed to a 

cu (20) and control would be changed to 7064; which would show in the control 

counter~ This and the two succeeding commands would store a count of 1 for a 

negative number in 3999. 

The B- 7061 counts B down to 0982 and changes control to 7061. On this 

execution the command in 7061 brings its operand from 3998, since the content of 

the B register is changed. When the B register is counted down to Or the pre-

ceding operand will have been brought from 3016 and control ~Jill be changed to 

7068, which will store the count in 2001. The computer stops on the next commandn 

B;..register address modification used with the B- command is the most fre-

quently used tallying deviceo To go through n cycles of a program, set B to n - 1 

and let the address part of the B- be the address of the first command in the 

cycler. 
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Problem: .ildd + .0000000500 to the numbers stored in 0400 through 0599. ·Store 
the new numbers conse9ntively in 0600 through 0799, so that (06oO) = 
(o4oo) +.0000000500, (0601) = (0401) +~coooooosoo, etc. Assume that 
there will be no overflow. 

1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1103 
1104 
1105 
1106 
1107 
1108 
1109 
1110 

1111 
1112 
1113 
1114 

1115 
1116 
1117 

4 in 1098 
bl(6) t----1100) 
cu 6100) 
B 6115 
bl ( 4) t-[0400] 

-ca 4400) 
ad 6116) 

-tmh 5000) 
B- 6102) 
bl< s) -1 r96oci 
ca 6101) 
ad 6117) 
cc 6115) 
tmc 6101) 

ca 6106) 
ad 611?) 
tmc 6106) 
cu 6100 

STOP 0019 
+aOOOOQ00500 

+001000 0002() 
6 cu 1098 

Block the program into the 6000 loop and 
change control to th€ loop~ 
Set B at l9Q 
Blo,~k 20 numbers into L4 o 

Compute and temporarily store the 20 new 
numbers., 

Block the new numbers to storages 

Alter the b1ocking cor1nnand so that the next 
20 numbers will he brought into the loopo 
Simultan~ously tally: if there is overflow, 
branch$ The problem is finisheda 

Alter the blocking command which stores the 
new nrurlbers e 

Cnange control to the beginning for the 
computation of 20 new numbers~ 
Stop the computero 

In this example the corrunand in cell 1101, bl(4) 0400, is written as 

+e9000 34 0400. Therefore after the command has been altered ten times there 

will be an overflow, indicating that the final block of twenty numbers has been 

computedo 

This example illustrates airequent use of the loops, that is, as a storage 

place for numbers when they are being used in computation. In spite of the extra 

blocking commands which are needed, there is a considerable saving of time in 

being able to execute the en tire program from the high- speed loops• 

After the program has been blocked into the 6000 loop, all the loop addresses 

differ from the corresponding main-memory addresses by only the first digit: 
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1115 becomes 6115 rather than 6015. Although thi.s is not necessary, in view of 

the modulo 20 correspondence of loop addresses, it simplifies the identification 

of the commands being executedo 

Cycles Within Cycles 

A long cycling program 11ay contain one or n1ore small cycles within a larger 

cycle. 

Problem: Find tho sum of the individual digits of the numbers in 0100 through 

0199 and store the sums in corresponding locations from 0200 to 0299. 

Storing the B register before each small cycle °t'·ti.11 make it possible to use 

the B register again in the small cycle~ 

4 in OO'JO 

0000 B 7015 Load B initially. r=-0001 -ca 0100 (A) = first argument. 
0002 0010 a sr 
0003 B-1A 0009) Store B. I CYCIE 0004 tmc 7016) 
0005 tmc 7017 (7017) = zeroci 
0006 B 7003 Load Baf or small cycle. [0007 sl 0001) 

SMALL 0008 ad 7017) Su..111 and store individual digits. 
CYCLE 0009 tmc 7017) 

0010 B- 7007 
0011 B 7016 Load B for large cycle 0 

0012 ca 7017 
0013 -tmc 0200 Store sum. 
0014 B- 7001 
0015 STOP 0099 
0016 B storage 
0017 Sum storage 

6 cub 0000 

Step 0005,starting from an A register cleared by the previous order, is merely 

a corNenient method for prestoring a zero. 
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It is sometimes not desirable to make the address parts of command words 

specific~ This circumstance may arise in the coding of subroutines or 'When 

several sections of a large problem are coded separately and it is not known 

in advance just where in memory a given section will be placed. The commands 

may be coded with relative addresses: that is, the addresses within the words 

are assigned on the assumption that this section of coding will be stored in 

consecutive cells beginning with 0000 or with any appropriately chosen cell. 

Such relative codes may be stored anywhere on the drum, and on input the 

B register may be used to adjust the address parts of words to accord with the 

locations at 'Which the connnands in the codes are stored~ This is done by means 

of a 2 or a 3 in the sign columno The 2 adds the B register to the command and 

is ·clea-red before the word is put away, so that the word has 0 in the sign 

column. The 3 adds the B register and is changed to a 1 as the word is put 

away. 

Since the address parts of commands in subroutines are usually relative to 

the location of words within the subroutine, it is not necessary to modify such 

words by the B register on input unless the address part is to refer to main 

memory during the execution of the subroutine. 

The following is an example of coding with relative addresses. 

Problem: Print out a block of 20 numbers starting at any memory location. 
Assume that it is desirable to be able to place the program for 
this printout in any convenient memory location. (A program of 
this type is sometimes useful in checking a routine.) 

(1) Set B manually at 1120, assumed to be the first of 13 vacant cells 
where the program will be placed, 

(2) Set Rl, R2, R3, R4 manually at 2250, assumed to be the address of the 
first of the 20 words which are to be printed out~ 
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(3) Read in the following program_ punched on tape. 

Program on Tape Program as it appears in Memory 

5 in 0000 

0000 2 ca 0011 1120 ca 1131 
0001 sl 0004 1121 sl 0004 Forms a 1 ca 2250 

command in cell 1124. 
0002 2 tmc 0004 1122 tmc 1124 
0003 2 B 0007 
0004 - P.~ 000[ 

1123 B 1127 Sets B initially at O. 
1124 i-· 

JOO Qi - L<;a 
0005 po 0010 112.5 po 0010 Prints out the 20 words. 
0006 B+ 0000 1126 B+ 0000 
000? P-;;.A 0000 1127 B~A 0000 
0008 2 SU 0012 1128 SU ] 1.32 
0009 2 z 0004 1129 z 1124 
0010 STOP 0000 1130 STOP 0000 St.ops the computer. 
0011 1 0000 00 0064 1131 1 0000 00 00 64 
0012 0000 00 0020 1132 0000 00 C020 

7 cu 0000 

The 5 in the sign column will start the tape feeding in and the "in" 

address will have the contents of the B register added to i.tCJ The 7 in the 

sign column will stop the tape and will start the execution at the memory loca-

tion of the first word in the program. 
I 

A relatively coded program can be placed in any memory location automat-

ically, without a manual setting of the B register before read-in. 

For illustration, assume that, as in the exa.?.i1ple above, the program is to 

be placed in consecutive memory locations beginning with cell 1120. 

Place the following commands ahead of the relatively coded program. 

4 in 

1120 B 

1121 in 

4 cu 

Copyright 19.54 

1120 

1121 

1120 

1120 

Starts reading the tape into cells beginning with 
location 1120 o 

Sets B to the content of cell 1121, which is 1120'!> 

Reads the relatively coded program into cells 
beginning with 1120. 

Executes the B setting before reading in the program. 
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Relatively coded program follows after six inches of blank tape, which 
aJ.lows time to execute the two commands" 

The program blocks over the commands which were used to set B for the read-

in operation, so that it is not necesaary to use two additional memory locations. 

The program appears in memory exactly as it. did in the preceding examplea 

It is important to note that a relatively coded program which is to be 

blocked into a loop must be placed in memory in consecutive locations beginning 

with one which corresponds to 0 modulo 20. If this were not the case, the 

references within the loop would n0t correspond to the correct addresses. Another 

example of relative coding is given in Section 60 

Methods of Checking Programs 

After a program has been coded and punched on tape or cards, it m1.ist be 

given a trial run on the computer. Daring this trial run, the programm0r checks 

his routine for any errors in coding, scaling, or punchings 

Points in the routine at which the operator can compare computer results 

with precalculated or predetermined data are called check P.oints. If the coding 

is in error, the operator would like to retrace the computational path up to the 

point of error from a portion of the code that he knows to be correct. 

BREAKPOINT Switch 

Check points can be easily identified by a system of breakpoints, .or pre-

detennined automatic stopse The positions of the BREAKPOINT switch are OFF, 4, 

2, and lo The 4, 2, and 1 positions refer to binary components of the decimal 

digit used for the breakpoint cod'3 (i.n the column to the left of the two order 

di.gi ts). The breakpoint digit will cause a stop if the switch is set for a 

binary component which it contains., The computer stops after executing the 
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command containing the breakpoint codeo Shown below are the binary representa-

tions of 1, 3, and 7 as they would appear in the breHkpoint digit: 

0 0 0 0 = off 
0 0 0 c = on 
0 0 • 
0 c 0 

1 3 7 

With the switch at 4, a breakpoint 7 will cau3e a stop b11t 3 or 1 will noto 

With the switch at 2, a breakpoint 7 or 3 will c3.use a stop but 1 will r.ot('I 

With the switch at 1, a breakpoint 7, 3, or 1 will cause a stop., 

Switch Setting CorrespondiLg Breakpoint Digits for stop 

4 
2 
1 

4, 5, 6, 1 
2, 3, 6) 7 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 

The stratification of stops made available by the BF.EAKPOIN1~ switch makes it 

possible for an operator to run a prope!"ly coded routine first on a 4 setting 

of the switch to determine in which major portion of the code an error lies, 

and then, by changing the switch setting, to narrow the range of points bounding 

' the error" In the following table, the commands of the routine are omitted, 

leaving only the arrangement of breakpoint digits~ Between any two breakpoint 

digits there might be only a few commands or a long section of coding. 

7 
3 
1 
7 
3 
1 
3 
~exact location of er!'or 

1 
1 
1 
3 '"-Second indication of error 
7 ~first indication of error 
3 
7 

On the first time through the program, iv:Lth a 4 switch setting, the computer 

stops only on the 7's; the operator discovers an error at the third 7 breakpoint. 

The error lies between it and the second 7 breakpoint. Setting the switch at 2 
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and sending the program back to the second 7 breakpoint, the operator narrows 

the field to the section of coding between the :trj_rd and fourth 3 breakpoints. 

Sending the program back to the third 3 breakpoint, the operator finds that the 

error is between the third 3 breakpoint and the third l breakpoint. Sending 

the program once more back to the third 3 breakpoint and proceeding by STEP 

operation, the operator determines the exact location of the error. 

Correcting Errors 

Once an error has been found, the operator may correct it in the memory 

and continue, or he may correct it on t.ape or cards and then reload the programG 

If correcting the error involves only a change in an order or an addrm;s, a 

trailer tape (or set of cards) is added to the input, on which a few commands 

are used to record the correct information over what is already on the drum. 

If correcting the error involves inserting missing i~structions, the coder 

may store in the cell just preceding the one where the omitted command(s) should 

be, a cu which w:i.11 change control to a group of unused cells g Into these cells 

he puts the command replaced by the cu, the omitted command(s), and a cu back to 

the program. Renumbering the commands after inserting missing instructions 

involves a good deal of alteration of addresses and is usually not done unless 

the error is discovered before the problem is run on the computer. 

The following program, for example, will probably result in error since 

the "divide" command has not.been preceded by a cl R. It could be a small part 

of a much larger programo 

4340 
4341 
4342 

mh 5000 
tmc 5005 

- ca 1000 
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Correction 1 

4340 
4341 
4342 

mh 5000 
tmc 5005 

- ca 1000 

4340 
4341 
4342 

Correction 2 

mh 5000 
tmc 5005 

- ca 1000 
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4343 
4344 
4345 -
4346 
4347 
4348 
4349 

SU 4348 
div 4349 
tmc 2000 
B~ 4342 

cub 0360 
operand 
operand 

SKIP Switch 

4343 
4344 
4345 
4346 
4347 
4348 
4349 
4350 
4351 
4352 

Cdrrection 1 - conto 

cu 4350 
div 4349 

- tmc 2000 
B- 4342 

cub 0360 
operand 
operand 

SU 4349 
cl R 

cu 4344 
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Correction 2 

4343 
4344 
4345 
4345 
4347 
4348 
4349 
4350 

SU 4349 
cl R 
div 4350 

- tmc 2000 
B- 4342 

cub 0360 
operand 
operand 

If the SKIP switch is turned on, any command 'W:i th an 8 in the column to 

the left of the two order digits will be skipped~ This is a useful device to 

incorporate in a program which might have several alternate pathso For example, 

a section of coding which treats data in one way may be preceded by a cu which, 

if executed would change control to another sect.iorl of coding which would treat 

the data in a different way. With an 8 in the fol1rth digi. t position of the cu 

command, the position of the SKIP switch determines which of the two paths is 

takeno 

The SKIP switch can be useful also in checking a routine. During the check-

ing procedure, it may be desirable to print out information somewhere in the 

middle of the routine. With an 8 in the fourth digit of the printout commands 

and the SKIP switch turned on, the printout will be eliminated on the final run 

of the problem. 
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Register Displays 

CONTROL PA11E.~~ IrnYBOARD, AND 
PAPER TAPE EQ UIH!ENT 
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The contents of all registers are shown in arrays of neon bulbs on the con-

trol console and on the supervisory control panel (on tl~ front of the computer), 

Each vertical column of neon bulbs is a decimal digit whose value is the s·um of 

the values of the lighted bulbs. Heading from top to bottom the bulbs represent 

8, 4, 2, and l~ No value higher than 9 normally appears in any register. The 

register display arrangement on the console is shown belowe 

A Register 

010 0 0 010 o,o 0 

~i 010 ~ G 010 o,o 0 (J 0 

010 0 0 ~10 ~•v o ~ f.4 

e>IO • 0 OIO 0 10 o o o.J 

o,o 0 0 o,o o,o 0 0 0 

o,o 0 f) 010 010 0 e 0 

010 0 0 ~·o o•o ~ 0 Q 

R Register 

0 0 0 OiO 0 G ~ 0 0 1 

0 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 Q 

10 o o o:o $ o o e e 
~ o 01e o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 ~ 0 

0 010 

• •'S 
&> o 1o 

I 

0 0 

0 0 

c 0 

o,o 
o,o 
01• 

o • off 
• = on 

0 0 oi 
0 • 0 

0 0 0 

o•• 0 0 CI CJ o 1o o 0 ~ ~~~ f) 010 • 0 $10 0 • 0 :J. -' 

D Register B 
Hegister 

C H.egister 

Only the A and D registers have algebraic signs (0 = +, 1 = -)o Other digits 

in all registers are designated by the letter of the register and the number of 

the digit position from left to right, not including sign--for example, AS, RlO, 

B4, C6o The signs are labeled ASG and DSG. The three parts of the C register 

separated by dotted lines are the order register (Cl, C2), the address register 

(CJ, C4, CS, C6), and the control counter (C7, c8, C9, ClO)o The register con-

tents shown are: 
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During STEP operation this configuration would show that the number in D, 

brought from cell 4701, will be added ( 74) to the nu.-nber in the A register. 

FETCH Light and EXECUTE Light 

Th8 timing toggle determines the basic timing cycle of the computer, which 

alternates between the fetching of a command (from the drum to the C register) 

and the execution of the command fetched. The two neon bulbs labeled FETCH 

and EXECUTE on the console panel show the state of the tirrdng toggle. Since 

the toggle is triggered to the opposite state at the beginning, not at the end, 

of each phase of the timing cycle, tho lighted bulb shows during STEP operation 

which of the two phases -will be performed ncxte This means that the FETCH 

light is on while the 0 execute" phase proceeds and the EXECU'rE light is on 

while the "fetch" phase proceeds. 

CLEAR Button 

Pressing the CLEAR button sets every digit of every register (including 

the sign digits of the A and D registers) to zeroo It should be noted that 

this puts the command "in 0000" (00 0000 0000) into the C register. The CLEAR 

button will not affect any information on the drume 

INPUT Selector 

The INPUT selector has three positions, liECIIANICAL READER, OPTICAL READER, 

and KEYBOARD. The mechanical reader, attached to the Flexowriter, reads into 

the computer from paper tape (subject to the wiring of the patch panel on the 

back of the typewriter control) at about 12 digits per second~ The optical 

reader, a photoelectric device in the console, reads into the computer from 

paper tape at about 540 characters per sccondQ 
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The keyboard contains a kay for each decimal digit and a "finish"'key. 

Pressing the finish key completes the entry of a word into the computer from the 

keyboard. The keyboard is generally used to read in a few words at a time, as 

for inserting corrections or inserting or deleting breakpoints. 

OPERATION Buttons 

Pressing the CONTINUOUS button throws the timing toggle to EXECUTE and 

starts continuous operation of the computer. If the registers have been cleared, 

the first command executed will be the "in 000011 order in the C register, and 

the machine will start to read in from the device selected by the INPUT switch. 

Pressing the STOP button stops the computero 

Pressing the STEP button with the machine stopped puts the program through 

the computer one step at a time. The button is pressed once for the 11fetch" and 

once for the "execute" phase of each co:rmnand. Pressing the STEP button while 

the computer is in continuous operation will produce confusion and will garble 

information in the arithmetic registers; the STOP button should be pressed before 

step operation is begun. 

OPERATION Lights 

Associated with the OPERATION buttons are two OPERATION lights. The 

CONTINUOUS light indicates continuous operation. The NOT READY light indicates 

that one or more of the switches on the computer switch panel are not in NORMAL 

position. 

BREAKPOINT Switch 

The use of the BREAKPOINT switch is described in Sec ti.on 5. When the switch 

is not in the OFF position, the-computer will stop after executing a coIJ'l.mand 
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whose fourth digit contains a binary 1 in the row corresponding to the switch 

setting--4, 2: or lo If the BRF..AKPOINT switch is in the OFF position, the com-

puter ignores breakpoint cod3s. Pressing the CONTINUOUS button will start the 

computer after a breakpoint stop, 

Switch Setting 

4 
2 

1 

OFF 

SKIP Switch 

Breakpoint Digits Which Stop Computer 

4, 5, 6, 7 
2, 3, 6, 7 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 

None 

The use of the SKIP switch is described in Section 5. When the SKIP switch 

is in the ON position, the computer will skip any command having an 8 or 9 in the 

fourth-digit position (which is also the breakpoint position)Q It should be noted 

that if there is a 9 in the fourth-digit position, the computer will stop at that 

command, but will not execute it. 

When the SKIP switch is in the OFF position the computer will ignore skip codesf 

COMPUTER STOP Lights 

The COMPUTER STOP lights are labeled IDLE, FC/SA, CONTROL, and BKPT (BREAK-

POHJT) o 

The IDLE light is on when the computer is in step operation and will go on 

if any malfunction should interrupt the fetch/execute cycle. 

The CONTROL light is on when the computer is stopped by the STOP button or 

by a programmed stop (08). 

The FC/SA light will go on for a "forbidden combination" (register digit 

greater than 9 in value) appearing in any one of a number of strategic locations, 
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or for a nsector alarm"--that is, if the sector counter should fail to contain 

000 at the instant of the origin pulse on the drum, (Such failure would mean 

that reading and writing operations were out of synchronism, which would result 

in garbled information~) 

The BREAKPOINT light is on whenever the computer has made a breakpoint stopo 

AUDIBLE ALARh Switch 

When the AUDIBLE ALARM switch is on, a buzzer will signal if any of the 

COMPUTER STOP lights or the OVERFLOW light goes ono The buzzer is disabled if 

the switch is off. 

OVERFLOW Light 

The computer stops and the OVERFLO\J light goes on if an addition, a subtrac-

tion, or a division results in arithmetic overflow (result equal to or greater 

than 1.0000000000 in absolute value) and is not followed by a conditional change 

of control. The fractional sum or difference remains in the A register after an 

overflow addition or subtraction, but the A and R registers are cleared after an 

overflow division and the dividend is losto 

The computer stops and the OVERFLO' I light goes on if a sign comparison dis-

covers different signs and is not followed by a conditional change of control. 

As has been noted in Section 5, the overflow toggle is set and the OVERFLOW 

light goes on momentarily in branching com.~ands, but.the cc is built into those 

commands and the computer does not stop. 

The overflow toggle can be set to zero and the OVERFLOW light turned off by 

pressing the RESET button located below the OVERFLOW lighte 
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The OUTPuT selector may be left in the OFF position if no printout commands 

are used? If a printout command comes up for execution while the selector is in 

the OFF position the computer will stop and the IDLE alarm light will go ono 

If the OUTPUT selector is in-PAGE position, outpu~ will go to the typewriter, 

subject to the patch panel connections ori the back of the typewriter controlc 

It should be noted that failure to turn 6n pow-er at the typewriter when the 

selector is in PAGE position can result in loss of informationo In such a case, 

the A-register contents will be shifted as usual and the computer will continue 

as if it had printed outo 

If the OUTPUT selector is in TAPE position, printout commands will actuate 

the motorized paper tape punch on the control console. 

If the computer idles because the selector is in OFF position at the time of 

a printout command, the STOP button should be pressed; otherwise, moving the 

selector may introduce transient pulses into the computero \iith the computer 

stopped, the operator may set the OUTPUT selector1 change control to a location 

from which the printout command can be repeated, and then press the CONTINUOUS 

button. 

P "O a SUPPRES,S (Printout Suppress) Switch 

The PRINTOUT SUP/RESS switch, when on, will cause the computer to ignore 

printout commands and the machine will operate normally otherwise~ If the 

switch is off, printout commands will be executedo 

Supervisory Control Panel 

The supervisory control panel on the front of tho computer contains all 

switches, lights, and buttons appearing on the console panel and additional 
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controls and indicators which are helpft~l in computer maintenance. 

Banks of push but tons corres~Jonding to the banks of neon-bulb indicators 

for the register toggles-make it possible to set each register toggle to 1 or o. 

Pressing one of the buttons will set the corrcsqonding toggle to 1 and light 

the neon bulb., Pressing one of the buttons 2nd the ZERO button at the same time 

(the toggle push button should be released first) will set the corresponding 

toggle to 0 and turn off the neon bulb~ 

A CLEAR button associated ~ith each register 'Will set all toggles in the 

register to 0 and turn off all neon bulbs., 

Computer Switch Panel 

The computer sv-r.Ltch panel, below the supervisory control panel, is used 

primarily for maintenance~ If any of its switches (except PRINTOUT SUPPRESS 

and SKIP, which can be overridden at the console panel) is off the NORNAL 

position, the NOT READY light goes one The comput~r panel switches that an 

operator may have occasion to use are described in the following paragraphs~ 

AUTOMATIC ROLLBACK Switch In NORhAL position this switch has no effect 6 When 

the switch is off NORN.AL, the computer will call for input, after any stop, from 

the device indicated by the INPUT selector~ -

TAPE SUM Switch In NORHAL position this switch has no effect o When the switch 

is off i\OfiliAL, all information coming from the keyboard_, the mechanical tape 

reader, or the photoelectric tape reader, both numbers and commands, is summed 

in the A register as decimal numbers (absolute value). The information does not 

go to the drum or to the C register~ The fractional part of the sum appears in 

the A register when the input stops~ 
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The tape sum operation is started by setting the INPUT selector, clearing the 

registers, and, with the TAPE SUH switch off NQRNAL, pressing the STEP button. 

Tape commands (words with 4, 5, 6, or 7 in the sign column) appearing in the input 

will not be included in the sunmation: words with 4 or 5 in the sign column will 

be ignored, and words with 6 or 7 in the sign column 1,vill stop the input operation, 

making it necessary to press the STEP button again to continue the summation. 

IGNORE FC & SECTOR ALARM Switch When this s'Witch is off the NORNAL position, the 

computer will continue operating sequentially despite overflow; cc, ccb, ccbR, 

and ccR commands will be treated as if no overflow had occurred. When the switch 

is in the NORhAL posj.tion, arithmetic overflow will cause the machine to stop 

unless a cc, ccb, ccbR, or ccR command follows the command that led to the 

overflow. 

FILL EEHORY SWitch, CIH.CDLATE D Switch, and RECYCLE Switch Uhen these switches 

are off the i~OREAL position, any number of memory locations can be filled with 

a given quantity. The quantity is placed in the D register from the supervisory 

control lJanel, the control counter set to the address of the first location to be 

filled, input is set to IG.~YBOARD, and the computer put into continuous operation •. 

The quantity in the D register will be read into consecutive memory locations, 

the control counter counting up l each time. The operation may be stopped by 

pressing the STOP button. 

DECHH\.L CORRECT SUPfRESS Switch When this switch and the IGNORE FC & SECTOR ALARM 

switch are off the NOR1iAL position, correction of the binary sum appearing in the 

adder is suppressed, and the addition of two positive or two negative quantities 
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will treat the digits as hexadecimal digits with hexadecimal carries, the result 

appearing in the A register as hexadecimal digitso If after the adjustment of 

D-sign for subtraction and for absolute-value commands the signs of A and D are 

different, the A register will be complemented on 10 as in normal operation and 

the resulting digits will be added hexadecimally to the contents of the D register~ 

Control Settings for Normal Operation 

Most codes can be read into the computer with the follmting control settings: 

OUTPUT Selector 
P.O. SUPfRESS Switch 
SKIP Switch 
BREAKPOINT Switch 
INPUT Selector 
Computer Switch Panel 
Patch Panel (On Typewriter Control) 

Flexowriter 
Format Control Panel (On Typewriter 

Control) 

PAGE 
OFF 
OFF 
As desired 
OPTICAL HEADER 
All switches at NORMAL 
FHDl'i CONSOLE TO FOfil'.:AT/FROh FORNAT TO 

FLEXO\"JRI TER 
ON 
Press fiESET; other settings as desired 

Pressing the CLEAR button and then the CONTINUOUS button will start input and 

put the computer in continuous operatione 
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Starting and 3hutting Down the Computer System 
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Various power controls of primary interest to the engineer must be in normal 

condition before the system can be operated from the power control panel~ These 

controls and their locations and conditions are: 

Three-phase disconnect switch and 
filament power disconnect switch 
(near motor-generator) 

Circuit-breakers (near power control) 

DC LOCKOUT switches (one on powP.r control 
panel, one on computer switch panel, and 
one on marginal voltage check panel at 
rear center of computer) 

Overload breakers marked l'Io G. OUTPUT 
CONTROL -160, +200, +2.50 and NA.STER 
CONTROL 11.5 V c.AoCo (inside door at left 
of power control cabinet) 

Filament variable transformer (handwheel 
inside door at left of power control 
cabinet) 

Closed 

On 

Off 

ON 

Turned clockwise to the stop 

On tl1e power control panel are ON buttons (black) and OFF buttons (red) 

for the blowers, tube filaments, drum motor, motor~generator, and d-c voltages, 

arranged from left to righto At the top of the panel eight computer voltages 

are indicated, each with a voltmeter (upper) and an ammeter (lower) above it& 

The voltmeters must be checked when the motor-generator is turned ono Any 

variance of a meter reading from the correct voltage indicated on the panel should 

be brought to the attention of the maintenance engineer. 

Starting the System 

Press the BLOWERS ON button. 
Press the FILAMENT ON button~ 
Turn the filairent transformer handwheel slowly counter clockwise until 

the meter reads 230 volts. This should take at least 30 secondsn 
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Starting the System - continued 

Press the FILAMENT FAIL RESET button. 
Press the DRUM ON button~ 
Wait five minutes for tube temperatures to stabilizeo 

Programming and Coding 
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P!'ess the MOTOR GENERATOR ON buttonc An alarm "Will sound to remind 
the operator to~ check the voltmeters, 

Press the DC FAIL RESET button to tul:'n off' the alarm.~ 
Press the DC ON buttono 

Shutting Down the System 

Press the DC OFF buttono 
Press the l\t'.::OT0R GKNERATOR OFF "button. 
Press the DR1.JM OFF button., 
Turn the filament transformer handwheel slowly clockwise until it 

hits the stopei This should take at least 30 seconds. 
Press the FILAl·iENT OFF button. 
Press the BLmIBRS OFF button. 

Input .from Keyboard 

\;Ji th the registers cleared, the C register contains an 11 in" command 

( 00 0000 0000 )·. !f the INPUT selector is set at keyboard, pressing the STEP or 

the CONTINUOUS button will initiate the process of reading keyboard words into 

consecutive locations starting with 0000& 

This state of affairs is altered only by·s0me keyboard word (it may be the 

first) containing a 4, S., 6, · br 7 in the si[n columno {Such words are usually 

called 11 tape commands," but their transfer to the C register for innnediate 

execution takes place al.so if they come from the keyboard.) It may be well to 

recall here that 6 or 7 stops input while 4 or S docs not, and that S or 7 adds 

the B register while 4 or 6·does notQ 

The operations for which keyboard input will most often be used are: 

To put a ~ord ini9 a memory cell or a number of words into consecutive 
memory cells. 

To .execute a command or commands from the keyboard (usually "input, 11 

·11clear and add,"" or ''change control" corn.-rrfand). 
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Tape Roller ---

Reading Head 

Adapter Holder 
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Examples: (It is assumed that registers are cleared and INPUT is set to 
KEYBOARD.) 

To put one or more words into memory: 

Press the cmnnmous button. 
Type on the keyboard n 0000 00 xx:xx f, where n is 4 or 5, xx.xx is the 

desired storage address, and F is tne F key. Pressing the F key 
puts the desired input order into the C register, replacing the 
0000 addresso 

Type· the word which is to be put into memory. Pros sing the F key puts 
this word into cell xx.xx (or xx.xx + (B) if the sign digit of the 
input command was 5)o 

Words subsequently typed on the keyboard will be stored in consecutive 
memory cells until a sign-colu~n instruction diverts the input to 
the C register. 

To execute one or more commands from keyboard: 

Press the STEP buttong 
Typ8 on "t:he keyboard n 0000 xx xxxx F, ,._.rhere n is 6 or 7 ( 4 or 5 if 

more than one cornmand is to be f~xecuted) and xxxx are the address 
digits (xxxx + (B) if the sign digit of the input command was 5 
or 7) e Pressing the F key puts this command word into the C 
register. 

Press the STEP button again~ This executes the command. 

To start executing a routine stored in memory: 

Press the CLEAR buttonc 
Press the STEP or the CONTINUOUS button. 
Type on the keyboard a "change control" command (cu) with 6 or 7 as 

the sign digit o 

Input from Punched Pape~ Tape 

Press the CLEAR buttono 

Set the INPUT selector to MECHANICi1.L RE.:1.DER or OPTICAL READER. 

Press the CONTINUOUS button~ 

Loading Tape into the Photoelectric header 

The following two pages show the front of the photoelectric reader chassis 

and one of the two assemblies designed to adapt it to different lengths of tape, 
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in that order. Hinge-pins on both assemblies £it into brackets at the bottom of 

the chassis. The larger assembly, with reels, is designed for tapes containing 

roughly 1000 words or more, and the smaller assembly for shorter tapes, which 

are sometimes spliced into loops. Either assembly is conveniently handled by a 

knob which serves to lock it in place on the reader. The tape moves from left 

to right of an observer facing the reader, with the "C" punches {accompa.nying 

the decimal digits) on the side away from the machine. 

To use the loop adapter: 

Put the tape in position over the read head. 
Put the hinge-pins in the brackets. 
Turn the knob counter clockwise and push the adapter forward over the 

tape. 
Turn the knob clockwise, which locks the adapter in place. 
Give a light tug on the tape on the left side to t~ke out the slack. 

To use the reel adapter: 

Put the tape in the slot on the spool of the take-up reel and give the 
reel one or two turns. 

Turn the knob counter-clockwis0 and put both reels on the adapters, 
fitting the reel lockpins in place and leading the tape over the 
raised tape guides. 

Put the hinge-pins in the brackets. 
Push the adapter forward and. turn the knob clockwise, which locks the 

adapter in place, lowers the tape cuides, and cillows the tape to 
rust on th0 read head. 
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Provision has been!Tlade in the ElectroData computer for the attachment of 

a number of pieces of auxiliary equipment which may be directly controlled by 

the computer. This equipment is of two kinds: .input-output equipment, and 

auxiliary storage equipment. In addition, various auxiliary equipment not 

directly under control of the computer·is inv&lved in preparation and processing 

of data and instructions to be entered in the computer. This section describes 

and explains the use of standard auxiliary equipment. 

Systems 

The input and output equipment attached to any particular computer 

depends on the application of the computer. ElectroData computers 

.accept information from: 

Punched paper tape 

Punched cards (IBM) 

Decimal Keyboard 

ElectroData computers read out .to:· 

Punched paper tape 

Punched cards (IBM) 

Flexowriter or IBM Tabulator 

Console register display 

The two principal combinations used are: 

Computer, console, keyboard, photoelectric tape reader, paper tape 
perforator, Flexowriter tabulator. 
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Computer, console, keyboard, ccnverter unit, IBM units for card 
reading c<nd punching:, IBM tabulator o 

These two systems will be referred to as the punched paper tape system 

and the punched card systsm. 

Punched P~per Taps System Inf crmation to be read into the computer is 

punched on paper tape in ~erial decimal digits, Each word on the tape 

occupies thirteen decimal-digit positions: one for the algebraic sign; 

ten for digits of the word; one for th€ finish pun.~h; and 0ne for a 

carriage-return chara0ter, which is ignored by the computer~ 

---~----Tape travel 

Delete- • F C 
8-------

• ••••••••••• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4---------~1-2-----------· 

i~------------•rT 
•• • ••• 

•• • • • • • •• • • 
I 'I 1.0000643125 

F 

---Sprocket holes 

Carriage return 
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The illustration on the preceding page shows the upper side of the tape as 

it goes into the photoelectric tape reader or the Flexowriter. 

The four lower channels oontain the decimal digit value in binary code. 

The fifth channel contains the F (or "finish't) punch which signals the end of an 

11-digit word. The sixth channel contains the C (or 11 clock11 ) punches which 

indicate to the computer that the content of the lower four channels at the same 

time is to be accepted as a binary~coded digit. The lower four channels will be 

read into the computer only when accompanied by a C punch. 

The seventh channel is a "delete" punch indicating that the other channels 

are to be ignored when read by a tape preparation unit. This punch is an 

instruction to the Flexowriter only, and is not sensed by the photoelectric 

reader. A tape containing an error which is indicated for deletion by the 

seventh channel will print correctly on a tape preparation unit, but should not 

be read into the computer, since the error will not only remain, but will add an 

extra digit to the word. 

Tape Preparation: 

The Flexowriter and the ElectroData Tape ?reparation Unit can be used to 

prepare punched tape for the computer_:" Numerical data and numerical equivalents 

of all symbolic codes, are punphed on the tape in the order in which they are to 

be entered into the computer. It is advisable to leave about 10 inches blank at 

the beginning of the tape. This is to allow the photocells to warm up and the 

tape drive to come up to speed. Also, it can be helpful to have some blank tape 

at the end of the program and at several intervals throughout the program. This 
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will facilitate making corrections or insertions if they are necessary. 

Flexowriter 

The Flexowriter is an electric typewriter with an integral punch for paper 

tape and a reader for punched paper tapee It is provided with an ElectroData 

13-key numerical keyboard in addition to its standard keyboard. It will trans-

fer information as follows: 

Either of the keyboards 
or 

Its punched tape reader 

To 

Pago by printing 
and 

Paper tape by punching 

Blank tape is fed to the Flexowriter punching unit from a reel. A prepunched 

tape is inserted into the read unit in preparation for a reading operationf As 

modifh:d by FaectroData, the Flexowriter will punch binary code when the decimal-· 

digit keys are actuated. 

In addition to the format controls of a regular typewriter, the controls of 

the Flexowriter include an ON-OFF switch and the following six keys: 

START READ When depressed, this tab causes the paper tape to move 

through the reader and the infonnation on the tape to be printed on 

the Flexowriter. 

STOP READ vJhen depressed, this tab stops the tape from moving through 

the readerc 

PUNCH ON l·Jhen depressed, this tab causes information typed on the key-

board or obtained from the read unit to be punched into tape. 

TAPE FEED \'Jhen depressed, this tab causes blank tape to be fed through 

the punching unit if the PUNCH ON tab is also depressedo 
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CODE DELETE ~~hen pressed this tab causes the Flexo"Wri ter to punch the 

seventh channel of the tape~ This punch causes the character containing 

it to be omitted during a subsequent reading operation in the read unitn 

STOP CODE Punches holes in the lower three channels of tape. The tape 

will stop at this point when read by the Flexowri ter and will move forward 

again when the START READ tab is depressedo 

If the PUNCH ON ta.b is depressed and the START READ tab is depressed, 

then information passing through the reader will be punched on a new tape 

by the punch, irTi th the exception that blank tape and columns where a 

"delete" hole is punched in the S8Venth channel will not be reproduced by 

the punchc 

A 13-key decimal-keyboard may be attached to Flexowriters which are 

used for tape preparation~ When punching numerically coded tapes it is 

more convenient to use this attachment than to use the typewriter key-

board. In addition to the digits 0 through 9, there is a key which will 

punch four successive zeros and also a key which produces a finish punch 

and a carriage-return punch~ 

\i>Jhenever tape is being punched by the Ii~lexowriter, or read through 

the reader, the Flexowriter, in addition, will type the information it 

receives. The proof sheet thus produced is an aid in detecting errors 

punched on the tapeo An error is deleted moving the erroneous character 

to the position directly under the punch dies and pressing the CODE 

DELETE tab. It is necessary to press the delete tab for each character 

in order to delete an entire wordw If an error is discovered innnediately 
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after the word is punched, the word may be immediately deleted and the 

correct word punched before continuing to the next word. If the error 

is not discovered until later, it is necessary, when reproducing the 

tape, to stop the read-in of the old tape at the word to be deleted and 

manually punch-in the correct information via the typewriter or keyboardo 

The START READ '6ab is used to resume tape reproduction. The deleted word 

will not appear on the new tapeo 

To operate the Flexowriter when preparing a tape for use on the 

computer: 

lo Put the ON-OFF switch at ON .. 

2. Depress the .. PUNCH-ON tab c 

3co Feed out 8 to 10 inches of blank tape by pressing the TAPE 
FEED taho 

4& Punch out the tape by using the numerical keyboardQ At the 
end of each word in the program (sign plus ten digits), press 
thu F key, which produces a finish punch indicating the end 
of the word to the computer and actuating the carriage return 
on tho Flexowri ter. The typewritten copy of the program will 
thus appear as a single column of words. 

5. After finishing tht:- program, feed out more blank tape. 

6. Check the printed copy of the program against the original 
document. 

To reproduce the tape: 

1. Place the leading end of the tape in the Flexowriter reader. 

2 o Depress the Pu.NCH ON tab. 

3. Feed out blank tape on the new tape' by pressing the TAPE FEED 
tabs 

4. Press the START READ tab. This will feed the original tape 
through the reader and punch a reproduction on the new tape. 
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5o At the end of the program on the original tape, press the 
STOP READ tab. 

6s Feed out blank tape at tho end of the new tapeG 

?o Remove both tapes from the Flexowriter •. 

ElectroData Paper Tape Preparation and Verification Unit 

Unlike the Flexovrr-i ter, this unit has been designed for a "word" as opposed 

to a "character" mode of operation. This means that the working unit for this 

equipment is one word: 11 digits, F punch and carriage-return punch •. A 

description of various components of this system follows:. 

The system consists of the following units: 

a. A Commercial Controls Corporation motorized paper tape readero 

b. A Commercial Controls Corporation motorized paper tape punch. 

c. An 11.sctroData or IBM numerical ke~rboard3 

d. An ElectroData paper tape preparation and verification control unit. 
(Hereafter referred to as Control Unit) 

The system will perform the following functions: 

a. Punching of characters entered in the keyboard or by a position 
counter (see "d" of Section 4) into paper tape. 

b. Punching of characters entered in the keyboard or by the position 
counter into paper tape,with simultaneous verification against 
characters read from a prepunched control tape. The verification 
is of the "serial" type; i.ee, a character entered in the keyboard 
or by the position counter is checked against the character on the 
control tape before punching. 

c. Duplication of punched paper tapeso 

The paper tape reader, the paper tape punch, and the keyboard plug into 

the control unit. Power for the entir0 system is supplied by the control 

unit. 

The front of the control unit catinet serves as a control panel for the 
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system. The following controls and incii.cators for the .5ystem are on the 

control panel. (See Figure I) 

a. Word Counter., 

This is a six-digit manual-reset counter. ~he counter is pulsed 
when an F hole is punched by the paper tape punch. 

b o Position Indicator o 

This is a series of 11 neon lffinps that correspond to the 11 digits 
of a word; sign and digits 1 through 10. The light indicates the 
next digit position to be punched., If n.1 light is on, the F or 
carriage-return position of a word is indicated. 

c. Error Lie;ht. 

This is a red light that glows if a charci.cter entered at the key
board or pcsi tion counter and a character entered at the reader 
during the verification operation do not correspondo 

d~ RESET Button 

The digits punched are counted by a position counter. 'Ihe positions 
of this counter correspond to the position indicator lights. This 
counter controls the automatic insertion of F and CR punches (finish 
and carriage return) after every 11 digits punched. The reset button 
resets this counter to the "home" position, i.e. in position for 
punching the sign digit of the next wordft The reset condition is 
indicated on the control panel by the SG neon. 

e. CORRECTION Button 

The verification of one character is realized by storing, in relay 
storage, the code for one character read by the reader and comparing 
this character via coincidence circuits with a character entered from 
the keyboard or position counter. No character may be punched during 
the verification operation unless this coincidence exists. Hence, if 
the character read by the reader is incorrect, some means of storing 
the correct character in the relays must be employed. The correction 
button performs this function by activating a relay switching circuit 
that connects the keyboard with the storage relays. The relay is 
dropped out after one, and only one, digit has been inserted from the 
keyboard. 
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f. Zero Tab Set Switches. 
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These switches control the automatic punching of zeros. (See Key
board Control keys) . 

g. Function 3elector Switch. 

This selector switch may be set to one of 4 positions: 

OFF 

When the selector is in OFF position no power is on the control 
unit; in any other position power is on. 

PUNCH 

~·Jhen the selector is in PUNCH position the keyboard is connected 
directly to the punch. The punching is under control of the 
position counter for automatic insertion of F and carriage-return 
punches. 

DUPLICATE 

When the selector is in DUPLICATE position the reader and punch 
are directly connected so that the tape in the reader may be 
duplicated. The leader, trailer, and all blank parts of the tape 
in the reader are duplicated on the tape in the punch. 

VERIFY 

When the selector is in VERIFY position the keyboard and position 
counter are connected so that the character entered by the keyboard 
or by the position counter is checked against the character entered 
in the storage relays from the control tape in the reader. If the 
two coincide, the character is punched. if. they do not, punching 
is halted and the ERHOR light is turned on. 

h. Word Advance Key and Duplication Control Switch. 

This is a three-position toggle that has one switch position, an 
off position, and a momentary contact key position. 

ADVANCE 

The depression of the toggle to this position causes the tape in 
the reader to be advanced past the next carriage-return punch. 
This advancement is effected regardless of the position indicator 
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setting. If tape is in the reader it can be advanced by this button 
during any operation except automatic duplication. 

With the selector set at VERIFY, characters advanced through the 
reader will not be stored in the storage relays. The first digit 
after the carriage-return punch is stored j_n the relays, available 
for verification purposes, and the position counter is reset. 
With the selector set at DUPLICATE, the characters read during 
the advancement ·will be duplicated by the punch. With the selector 
set at PUNCH, the advancement of a tape in the reader will have no 
effect on the operation of the punch or the position counter. 

AUTO DUPLICATE 

mien the duplication control switch is in this position the tape in 
the reader 1N.i.ll he duplicated if the function selector switch is 
set at DUPLICATE. It has no effect if the function selector switch 
is set to any other positiono 

OFF 

This is the normal position ·of th8 duplication control switch. The 
OFF position can be used to interrupt automatic duplication, 

S. The following control keys a.re located on the keyboard. 

a. ZERO TAB 

The depression of this key initiates the emission of zeros for 
both punching and verifying operations. Zeros are punched until 
the end of the word, as defined by the position counter, is 
reached, or until a zero tab stop is encountered, or, in the 
case of verification, if an error is detected. One or more tab 
stops may be set. The number of zeros punched w.i..11 depend on 
the tab stop settings and on the position of the word to be 
punched when the ZERO TAB key is depressed. Tabbing to the end 
of a word causes the ll zeros to be punched and the F and 
carriage-return punch8s to be inserted at the end of the word, 

b. ZERO FINISH 

The depression of this key causes zeros to be emitted for 
punching and verifying operations. This key can be used to 
emit a maximum of 11 zeros (one word) or a minimum of 1 zero. 
The word, as defined by the position indicator, will be filled 
with zeros on the right and an F and carriage.return character 
punched. The ZERO TAB stops do not affect this operation. If 
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an error is detected on verification, the emission will halt and 
the position indicator will indicate the position of error. 

6~ The keyboard is disconnected when the function selector is set at 
DUPLICATE~ 

The use of thi.s unit for tape preparation is described below: 

Punching 

To prepare the system for punching, the control panel is set up as 

follows: 

l~ Reset the WORD COUNTER to zeroo 

2o Turn the fth~ction selector switch to PUNCHQ 

3o Make sure the POSITION INDIO.ATOE is reset, (The sign position 
indicator light on") If nec0ssary depress the RESET but tone 

4~ Set the ZERO TAB stops as indicated by the nature of the information 
to be punche<lQ If the data consists of coded commands, a tab stop 
before the first order--digi t is probably most useful., For other 
data, the pattern of zeros will determine the tab stop settings. 
Tab stop settings may be altered during the punching operation as 
the nature of the zero pattern in the data warrants. 

So Start punching the program via the keyboard3 After 11 digits are 
punched, the F and carriage-return punches are automatically 
produced and the word counter advances o This can be used as a 
partial check on punching~ If a punching error is observed, the 
ZERO FINISH key should be pressed and the word in error repunched. 

The ZERO TAB key and ZERO FINISH key may be used wherever they are 
appropriate for speeding up the punching operation. 

After the original document is transcribed, note on the original 
program the number in the word counter, the correct number of words, 
if knmm, the number of error ·words on the tape, and any other 
information that might help the verifier operator to interpret 
errors., 

If there is an interruption in the punching operation, the number 
in the word counter and the lighted neon lamp in the position 
indicator will aid in resuming at the proper digite If there is 
any doubt of the correctness of a word punched, assume an error o 
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Fill the word out with zeros and repunch. 
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After the tape has been punched, have it verified, preferably by 
another person. 

Verification 

Some of the errors encountered in paper tape preparation arc listed 

below: 

l. Hisinterpretation of the data in the original document by the puhch 
operator, resulting in erroneous or transposed digits. 

2. Skipping of words by the punch operator. 

3. Inadvertent repetition or insertion of extra words by the punch 
operator. 

4. Malfunction of the tape preparation unit, which may cause any one 
of th€ types of errors listed above and, in addition, may result 
in addition or deletion of single characters. 

The Electroiiata paper tape preparation and verification system is 

designed to detect these errors. 

1. Insert the tape punched from the original document into the reader. 
This is referred to as the "control tape"'. 

2. Reset the word counter. 

3. Turn the function selector s"Wi. tch to VERIFY. 

4. Press the RESET button. This causes the tape to advance to the first 
character punchede This character is transf errcd to the storage 
relays. The lcadt::r of the coJ.1trol tape wi.11 be duplicated by the 
punch. 

5. Enter the data via the keyboard from the original document which was 
used in preparing Uw control tape. As each character is entered at 
th8 keyboard or by the position counter (F or carriage-return punch), 
it is checked against the character in the storage relays. 

If coincidence exists, the character is punched and the next character 
in the control tape is automatically read into the storage relays. 
F characters punched during the verifying operation are accompanied 
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by a 11 1" puncho This identifies verified words (tapes) so that they may 
easily be recognized by operators, coders, and clerks. When a verified 
tape is printed on a Flexowri ter an 11 rn '!Jill be printed after each word; 
unverified words will be followed by an nan. 

All the data is punched on the new tape according to the same procedures 
which were used on the control tape, until the program is finished or an 
error is detected. 

Rn error is detected when the ch3,racter in the storage relay and the 
character entered from the keyboard or the position counter do not 
coincide. l11hen an error is sensed, the EhROR light goes on and the 
punching stops~ The ERROR light i:v-ill be turned off when coincidence is 
realized. The procedure for turning the ERROR light off, classified by 
types of error, will usually be one of the follo~vi.ng. 

Digit in Error. Look at the posi ti.on indicator to tell which digit is 

in error, read this character from the original document, and enter it 

in the keyboard. If this does not turn tho light off, an error exists 

on the control tapeo To correct the error, depress the CORRECTION 

button and enter the correct digit at the keyboard. 'Ihe digit is 

transferred to the storage relays but is not punched. Then enter the 

correct digit at the keyboard again. If the same di§>:it is entered both 

times, it will be punched, the control tape will advance one position, 

and the ERB.Oh light will be turned off. If the two digits do not 

coincide, the Eh.ROH. light 1r:rill stay on as the second digit is entered, 

and the same procedure must be follmmd again. 

Word in Error. If a word is discovered to be in error, and the position 

indicator is set at the SG position, press the ADVMJCE button. This 

skips the word and continues with verification. If part of the verifica-

tion of the word is completed before it is discovered that the entire 

word is misplaced, the control tape must be advanced to the corresponding 

position of the next word by using the manual knob on the reader. The 
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first digit after the nanual advancement has been made must be entered by 

using the procedure described under DIGIT IN EhROH, above, since a new 

digit from the control tape will not be transferred into the storage relays 

until the next digit is punched.a 

Omission of words., Occasionally the punch operator ·wi.11 fail to punch a 

word or, rarely, an entire group of words. To make sure that all of the 

omitted words carry the "verified" punch((a 1 (one) punch accompanying 

the F punch)) after they aro j_nscrtcd, one of the following procedures 

must be followed: 

a. To insert a sr:jall number of ''IOrds: 

1. Using the manual knob on the reader, back up the control tape n full 
words, where n is the number of words to be inserted. The reader 
·will be at the sign position of the nth word, If the number of words 
missing is not known, back up to the sign position of the previous 
word on the control tape before inserting each word. 

2. Follow the procedure for correcting digits in error, described earlier, 
for each digit of each word missing. Zeros must be entered singly 
from the keyboard rather than with the ZERO FIJ\JISH or ZEB.O TAB keys. 
After the 11 digits of a -word have been enterecl. in this fashion the 
position counter will be at F and the F' and carriage-return characters 
emitted by the counter should correspond with the F and carriage
return punches on the control tape, since the control tape advances 
one digit position for each digit punched during the insertion. If 
the tapes do not correspond, the: EHROR light will go on at the F and 
carriage-return position-indication and the pur1ching of these 
characters may be forced by simply pressing the COhRECTION button. 

After the word or words have becm inserted, the position indicator 
will be at SG. If the oµcrator has backed up the control tape correctly 
the verification may proceed without adjustment at the end of the in
sertion, since the sign digit of tl1e first word after the insertion 
will be in the storage relays. If' the backing up was not done properly 
and the control tape is not aligned ·with the original document, the 
operator may back up the tape to the sign position of the word just 
previous to the word where verification is to start and press the 
ADVANCE key. Tnis will cause the sign digit of the first word to be 
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read to the storage relays. The operator may elect to align the control 
tape by hand and insert the first digit using the correction procedure 
already described. The verification may proceed in normal form after the 
first digit is entered in this way. 

The position indicator, the location (-within the word) of the digit in 

the reader, and the location (within the word) of the digit beinp; read 

from the original document must correspond for correct verifications 

To insert groups of words: 

1. liemove the tape from the punc11 (do not tear punched tape from the 
reel supply in the punch) and insert a piece of tape long enough 
to punch the deleted group. 

2. Transfer the function selector s~.vi. tch to PUNCH and punch the deleted 
group of words on a "stub" tape (t (NOTE: The ~-:mm COUNTER will be 
off by the number of words punched during this operation.) 

3. h.emove the control tape from the reader, marking the next word on the 
tape to be verified, and enter the control stub tape for the deleted 
words :l 

4e Replace the original t:ipe in the punch and switch back to VERIFY. 
Verify the deleted infonnation, replace the original control tape 
in the reader, and continue e 

Nachine Malfunction during. the Punching Operationo 1ne deletion of a 

binary digit by the punch ivill be detected and corrected as described in 

DIGIT IN ERROR. The deletion or addition of an entire character by the 

punch i:-1ill necessitate r8alignm0nt as described in WORD IN ERROR. 

The F and carriage-return punches may be forced by depressing the COR-

RECTION button when the ERROR light is on and the position counter is 

at one of these positions. 

After the tape is completed, the verifier operator should check the nwnber 

in the word counter against the number of words on the original document 

as a final check on the preparation. Each word on every tape prepared 
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and returned must be accompanied. by the 1 (one) punch indication under F 

The leader, all blank areas, and the trailer of the control tape will be 

reproduced on the verified tape. 

Duplication 

To set up the system for the duplication of master tapes: 

lo Place the master tape in the reader at the very beginning of the leader;. 

2 c Set the duplication control switch to OFF~ 

3 o Reset the \IJORD COUNTER. 

4o Set the function selector switch to DUPLICATE~ 

5, Throw the duplication control switch to AUTO DUPLICATE. 

The operation is halted when the master tape runs out of the reader, or 

when the duplication control switch is turned to OFF. The leader, all 

blank areas, and the trailer of the master tape will be reproduced on the 

copy., 

The copied tape is exactly like the master with the exception that all 

duplicated tapes will automatically be punched with a 2 punch accompanying 

the F and 1 punch of each word? TI1is serves to identify copied tapes so 

that they will not be confused with verified master tapes. This combina-

tion prints as an "s" on the Flexowritere 

After ~ tape is duplicated, the nw~ber in the WORD COUNTER must agree with 

the pre-recorded number of' words on the master tape. The sensing of the 

end of the master tape locks up the system~ In order to continue operation 

the RESET button must be pressed. 
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Duplication will often be used to correct, add to, or delete from, master 

tapes~ 

To correct a tapo~ 

L Watch the WORD CotJNTER until it approaches the desired number, and 
then turn the duplication control switch to OFF. 

2. Advance the duplication a word at a time until the word to be corrected 
is next to be reado 

3 () Turn the function selector switch to PUNCH and enter the correction. 
The AIJvAI\CE kny is depressed once to by-pass the incorrect word on 
tho master tape~ Tho function selector is turned to DUPLICATE, the 
duplication control switch is set to AUTO DlJ'PLICATE and the operation 
continues. 

To add to a tape: 

Follow the same Drocodure as _;:-or corrections but do not advance the master 

tape after the punching of the additional words. 

To delete from a tape: 

1. Use the Worm COUNTER to locate the words to be deleted. 

2t1 Turn the function selector switch to PUNCH and use the ADVANCE key 
to move the master tape past tho word or words to be deleted. 

3. Continue duplicatingc 

Since the POSITION INDICATOH and position cOlmter do not operate during 

duplication, the POSITION INDICATOH should be inspected before punching 

corrections or additions to mako sure it is reset., If it is not, 

depress the RE3ET button. 

Use of punched paper tape as output 

Computer output to the punched paper tape system may be either tape from 

the console tape punch or printed page on the Flexowriter. The OUTPUT 

selector on the console may be set to TAPE, PAGE, or OFF. Format control 
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is available for both types of output, either coded on the tape or carried 

out in the format of the printed pageo This format control may be exercised 

either by internal programming or externally by setting switches on the 

typewriter controlo 

Tape output can be in several different forms depending upon the future use 

of tho tape. 

With the output selector switch set at PAGE and with the normal patch-

panel wiring; Le. FRON CONSOLE TO FORMAT, FROM FORMAT TO FLEXOWRIIBR, 

the information will be printed by the Flexowritero If the Flexowriter 

PUNCH ON key is depressed, the information being printed will be punched 

on tape simultaneouslye 

If it is desired to have the output on tape without a typewritten record, 

setting the output selector switch to TAPE will punch out the information 

by means of the computer console punchci Hi th a chanee in the patch-panel 

on the back of the typewriter control so that it reads FROE READER TO 

FORV.LAT, FROH FORHAT TO FLEX01.rJitIT'2R, the Flexowri ter will be operating 

independently of the computer. If the und of thu tape being punched by 

the console punch is f'ed through the Flexm'ITI'i ter reader, the information 

on it will then be printed by the F'lcxovJTi ter _. Since the console punch 

operates at almost twice the speed of the Flexowriter, the punching 

operation will end before the printing is finished and while computations 

on the computer go on -- the effect being that of a buffer. 

During the running of n problem, minor changes on the tape can be made 

without using the tape preparc:i.tion uni ts o Any holes which should not 
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have been punched can be covered by opaque tape so that the light from the 

photoelectric reader will not pass throur.;h them. Nm-I holes may be punched 

on the tape by a hand punch w'.L1ich ·will punch one hole at a time. The 

original tape can be cut into two parts, a section of tape inserted, with 

careful alignment., and the ends of the tapo spliced with opaque tape. 

Typewriter Control 

The typewriter control has sometimes been called the "format control" or 

simply the "format." It translates conputer information for the Flexowriter, and, 

by means of switches and controls, governs page format when this is not determined 

within the computer by the printout cornmarn:1 its elf o The Flexowri ter is mounted on 

the typewriter controlo 

Patch Panel The patch panel on t!J.e back of tho typewriter control contains 

eight plugs, as s~1own below: 

FROM 

FLEXOWRITER FORNAT READER CONSOLE 

1-1 
~J 

n·n L_I -- D 

TO 

FLEXOWRITER FORMAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D DOD 
The FROM plugs refer to sources of information and the TO plugs refer to 

devices to which information is being se~lt. Since all Flcxowriter and punched-

tape information going to or from the computer passes through the console, the 

FROM CONSOLE plug refers to information in machine language (binary-coded decimal). 

The PUNCH plug refers to the Flexowritcr punch only; the console punch puts out 

only untranslated binary-coded decimal information. Normal wiring for Flexowriter 

printout is 
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TO 

FLEX01rmITER FOR11AT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D Q D 0 __ 0_9 DD 
With this arrangement, information goes fro:11 the cor:sole to the typewriter 

control and, from the typewriter control, translated, to the Flexowritcr, 't-.here 

it is printed auto 

Other useful wirings arc: 

FLEXOWRITER FORHAT READER CONSOIE FLEXChJRITEh FOm·tAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D yo 0, ___ D_Q_g D 
'lfJith this arrangement, inforrnation from the computer is translated and 

punched on tho r!'lexowriter punch. Included o.re translated format instructions 

from the computer and those determined by settings of the switches on the front 

of the typewriter control panel. 

The two preceding arrangements may be conbined as 

FLEXOVffiITER FORMAT READER CONSOLE FLLXO~·JRITEH FORMAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

~ Q D 0 g_g ~ D 
-vJith the arrangement above, information may be printed and punched at the 

same time if the Flexowriter PUNCH ON tab is depressed9 Blank tape can be 

generated by pressing the Flsxowri ter TAPE FEED tabc Tape produced by any of 

the foregoing arrangements can be printed with 
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FLEXOWRITER FORHAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

DOD 
Tape from the console punch can be printed with 

FLEXOWRITER FORM.AT READER CONSOLE FLEXOWRITER FOP.NAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D ~ 0 D ~ c:J D D 
-

Format instructions punched on tape are executed and format may be controlled 

by the settings of switches on the typewriter control. 

FLEXO"WRITER FORNAT READER CONSOLE FLEXOWRITER FORNAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

DQ D D 
The arrangement above reads translated tape, prints, and reproduces tape 

simultaneously. 

FLEx:OWRITER FORMAT READER CONSOLE FLEXOWRITER FORMAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D 
The arrangement above reads information into the computer from the Flexowriter 

reader and prints out on the Flexowri tf-:;r. INPUT SELECTOR is set at MECH READER, 

OUTPUT SEIECTOR is set at PAGE. 

FLEXOWRITER FORMAT READER CONSOLE FLEXmJRITER FOREAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D OD D 0 c;J D 
The arrangement above will produce tape containing untranslated word inf orma-

tion and untranslated format instructions which will be carried out when the tape 
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is read through the FORMAT plug to FLEXOWHITER .:.nd/or PUNCH., Tape from the pre-

ceding _.arrangement is identical with that produced by the console punch~ 

FLEX:rn-JRITER FOPJ'iliT READER COl'JSOLE FLEXOWRITER FOI1MAT PUNCH CONSOLE 

D D Q D D D y D 
The arrangement above is the only one which w.i.11 reproduce a tape exactly, 

except for "delete" holes. Format instructions, including the 1 for feedir:tg out 

one character-space of blank tape, appear as numerical information. (The tape 

in this case contains a 1 punch meaningless to the computer and the typewriter 

control since it is unacconpanied by a C pulse.) Lc1gths of unpunched tape going 

into the reader will be matched by equal lengths of output tape unpunched. While 

this reading and prmching operation is in progress, the printing mechanism of the 

Flexowriter can be used, with appropriate patch panel connections, for computer 

output. 

Typewriter Control Panel 

WORDS/LINE Switch The WOhDS PER LINE switch enables the operator to set the 

number of words per line, from 1 to 20 •. 

LINES/GROUP Switch and Grouping .Switch 11.. group is a number of lines that are 

equally spaced. 3etween groups the spacing is doubledG The LINE.S PER GROUP 

switch sets the number of lines por group, from 1 to 200 The spacing into groups 

is in eff8ct when tho GROUPING switch ia ON. If the GROUPING switch is OFF, then 

all lines are equally spaced. 

GHOUPS/PAGE Switch and AUTO STOP Switch Any number of groups from 1 to 20 

constitutes a page. The GROUP/PAGE switch sets the number of groups. At the 
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end of a page, the computer will stop if the AUTO STOP switch is ON. This is so 

even if the GHOUPING switch is OFF. 

Using the following notation: 

L ~ LINES/GROUP switch setting 

G = GROUPS/PAGE switch setting 

C = number of lines advanced by carriage return, 1 to 3, set on 
Flexowriter carriage (6 lines = 1 inch) 

1 if GROUPING switch is ON 
= 

0 if GROUPING s'Witch is OFF 

Then N, the number of lines of printed information per page is given by 

N = 1 x G 

and I, the number of inches to a page is given by 

c I = b (L x G) + (G - 1) 

If the AU'.ID STOP switch is off, then the computer will not stop at the end 

of a page8 

RESET Button and Indicator Light If the computer stops at the end of a 

page, the operator can tear off the pa[~e and resume the computation by pressing 

the RESET button, which sets all format countGrs to zero~ The RESET state is 

indicated by the florving of the RESET indicator light. If the operator desires 

to type a heading on the new page manually, the computer should be stopped 'With 

the STOP button. After the heading is typed, computation can be resumed by 

pressing the RESET button and the CONTINUOUS button, 

Zero Suppress If the ZERO SUPPRESS switch is in the ON position, the first 

digit to be printed after the sign r.Jill be the first non-zero digit. If the 
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ZERO SUPPhESS switch is OFF, leading zeros are not suppressed. 

However, if the printout command calls for a decimal point to replace the 

sign, there is no ZERO SUPPRESS for that printout. 

SPACE-OFF-TAB Switch The setting of the .SPACE-OFF-TAB switch detennines the 

horizontal spacing between printouts. With the switch at SPACE, the Flexowriter 

will insert a typewriter space between printouts. With the switch at OFF, there 

will be no spacing between printouts. vJith the setting at TAB, the spacing be-

tween printouts will be determined by the operator's tab settings. 

IBM CARD SYSTEM 

Card Preparation An installation usi..:1e IBM input-output will have a.mdliary 

equipment for card preparation. 

The ElectroData punched card system will read or punch up to eight words 

per card, each word containing algebraic sie;n and up to 10 digits. The sign of 

a word is indicated by an ! punch over a suitable column of the field. 

The ElectroData punched card converter takes information from cards and 

transforms it to information used by the computer. Similarly, it will take 

information from the cor'.1puter and convert it to a form suitable for punching 

on cards. 

Of the pieces of IBM equipment available for reading and punching, - any 

reproducing punch or summary punch may be used, such as the IBM 513, 514, 516, 

517, 519, 523 - a combination of any two can be used as a card reader and card 

punch. The HM 528 may be used as a combination card reader and card punch. 

Information may be printed out on an IBN tabulator. 

The commands referring to IBM equipment are the same for all units. 
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The front panel of the ElectroData punched card converter contains two selector 

switches - one for input and one for output. The switches determine the number of 

words, from one to eight, read from each card, punched on each card, or printed on 

each line by the tabulatoro 

The plugboards on the IBM input-outp11t devices are wired to allow information 

to pass between them and the converter. Suggested wiring for each type of punched 

card machine is indicated by ElectroData Corporation. 

Input From Punched Cards 

1. Place cards to be read into hopper of IBM card reader. 

2. Set ON-OFF switch en reader to ON and press START button to allow 
first card to reach station just prior to reading stations. 

J. Set input dial on converter for the number of words per card. 

4. If cards are to be punched or results printed during computation, 
set output dial on converter for the nwnber of words per card or 
per line. 

5. Put into the A register by means of the keyboard or the supervisory 
control panel the word +mmm044:xxxx, where mmm is 1000 minus the number 
of cards to be read and xxxx is the first computer memory location to 
be filled by input data. 

6. Put into the C register the word 44 xxxx yyyy, where xxxx is the first 
memory location to be filled by input data and yyyy is the address of 
the next command to be executed. 

7. Use other switches on the console the same as for other commands. 
(Note that the setting of the INPUT selector is immaterial, since it 
is effective only on an "inn command.) 

8. To start read-in of cards, press CONTINUOUS button on console. 

Output From Punched Card Machines 

Two forms of output from punched card machines are possible - punched cards 

or printed lines. The same command is used for both. To punch, plug the cable 
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connector from the punch unit into the WRITE output assembly of the converter11 

To print, plug the cable connector from the tabulator into the WRITE output of 

the convertero 

Setting of the output switch on the converter determines the number of words 

per card to be punched or words per line to be printeda 

Time 

The amount of time required to read information into or out of the computer 

is dependent upon the type of equipment usedo Below is a sumnary of the time 

required for input or output for each systemo 

Input Medium 

Perforated 
paper tape 

Punched IBM 
cards 

Output Form 

Typewritten 
page 

Perforated 
paper tape 

Copyright 1954 

Reader 

ElectroData 
Photoelectric 
reader 

Flexowrit.er 
mechanical 
reader 

513, 514 
517, 523, etc. 

528 

Punch or Tabulator 

Flexowriter with 
ElectroData code 

Flexowriter punch 
or console punch 

by ElectroData Corporation 

Speed 

540 decimal 
characters 
per second. 

10 decimal 
characters 
per second~ 

100 cards per 
minute (150 
decimal charac
ters per second 
maximum. 

200 cards per 
minute (300 decimal 
characters per 
second minimum.) 

Speed 

9 <.!ecimal 
characters 
per second. 

20 decimal 
characters 
per seconde 

Comments 

The entire 4000 word 
main storage can be 
filled in about 1.5 
minuteso 

Each card may contain 
eight ten digit words. 

Comments 

Can control format by 
coding or by external 
swi tcheso 

Gain over Flexowriter 
typeout partly because 
of omission of spaces 
and carriage returns. 
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Output Form 

Punched cards 

Tabulated Page 
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Punch or Tabulator 

IBM 513, 514, 517, 
523, 528, etce 

IBM 402 3 407, etc. 
Tabulators 

416 

by ElectroData Corporation 

100 cards per 
minute or up to 
150 decimal char
acters per seccndo 

100 or 150 
lines per minute 

150 lines per 
minute. 
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Conunents 

Up to 8 words per 
card" 

Up to 8 numeric v.urds 
per line. Can be wired 
for alphabet printout~ 

Numeric only'3 
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ElectroData Corporation recoGnizes that as a manufacturer of computers and 

auxiliary equipment, it has responsibilities to its customers, to organizations 

interested in computing equipment, and to the public in generalo To fulfill 

these responsibilities, the company sponsors certain educational and professional 

activities. This section of the manual describes these activities so that 

purchasers of ElectroData equipment may know about services that they may draw on. 

CODING ASSISTANCE 

A detailed course in coding for the ElectroData computer is regularly 

scheduled, generally twice a month. The size of the class is held to between 

six and ten registrants, so that individual instruction can be given. The 

content of the course is mainly instruction in how to use the machine code, and 

in some of the programming techniques that will be of use to the potential coder 

or programmer, The course also gives the student an opportunity to follow 

through the complete procedure of working up a code, pr8paring the paper tape and 

cards for the canputer, operating the machine, performing machine checking, and 

finally seeing the results emitted in one or more of the output forms,, 

Sample Coding 

ElectroData maintains a staff of mathematicians trainee to analyze, program, 

and code problems of diverse origin, and solve these problems on the ccmputer. 

They will solve sample problems for a.~y organization interested in acquiring a 

machine, to demonstrate that the machine is capable of performing the work 
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required$ ElectroData mathematicians set up an initial code and tape for standard 

problems that the organization may have,, This serves to indicate to the user of 

computing equipment what is involved in an operation of this type and allows him 

to estimate the time, the personnel, and the operations involvedo Organizations 

which use ElectroDa.ta coding facilities on this basis may elect to do the analy-

sis or to code the problem, or perhaps participate in the final machine solution. 

In tlus case, the ElectroData. staff will give assistance and will verify codes or 

other work. They will also indicate how the work may be improved to increase 

efficiency, but they will not a.ct upon these suggestions unless they are approved 

by those who submit the problems~ 

Field Coding 

The purchaser of an ElectroData system may often want to have initial codes 

worked up by a trained staff, or to have trained personnel temporarily assigned 

to his staff. This service is available at a reasonable fee. 

TRAINING 

Personnel Reserve 

ElectroDa.ta offers scholarship awards to universities to finance the training 

of students, usually graduates, in the use of ElectroData equipment. In a summer 

session, the students work with the ElectroData organization and learn analysis, 

and coding and opera.ting techniques. Upon completing this summer work, they have 

an excellent background to serve as key members of computing organizations built 

around the ElectroData computer. The names of students who have completed such 

training are available to organizations using LlectroDa.ta equipment. 
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ElectroData mathematicians are in attendance at many professional conferences 

where they will gladly supply information to anyone interested in any aspect of 

the company1 s activities. Research and technical papers on subjects related to 

automatic computation are presented by the ElectroData staff throughout the 

country. 

Sales Tiepresentation 

ElectroData1 s trained mathenaticians supplement the services of the sales 

force by giving advice on detailed and complex mathematical questions which may 

arise. By mail or personal visit, ElectroData's mathematical staff is available 

to answer such questions. It has also available a roster of consul ta.nts who \Jill 

be of service on exceptional problems. 

Computing 

In the diversified work of the ElectroData Computing Center, it is necessary 

to formulate many varied routines, subroutines, and types of higher-order coding. 

ElectroData has a considerable length of experience since it has had an operating 

installation since Hay, 1953, The aggregate of ElectroDa.ta•s experience, re-

sources, training, and publications is available to interested organizationso 

Symposia 

To develop information and facilitate its exchange, ElectroData will 

periodically hold symposia for users of its equipment. It has been found in 

similar symposia for various types of equipment produced by ElectroDatats parent 

company, Consolidated Engineering Corporation, that the information gained by the 
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participants has proved extremely valuable to their operationso 

CONTRACT COMPUTING 

Sample problems that can be handled at ElectroData for potential customers 

were referred to in the preceding para,gra1;hss In many cases, an organization 

would pref er to have partial use of a piece of equipment over an extended period 

of time to insure that the equipment will be successfully used by their instal-

lation. Also, an organ1.zation with a relatively small but increasing work load 

may want partial use of a computer for the transition period before they are 

able to keep one busy full time. To satisfy this need and desire, the staff of 

ElectroData, wi.th their own personnel or in conjunction with the personnel of 

the custon«er organirzation, will do the work on a contract basis~ 
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